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Abstract. We prove existence and regularity of minimizers for Ho¨lder densities over general sur-
faces of arbitrary dimension and codimension in Rn, satisfying a cohomological boundary condition,
providing a natural dual to Reifenberg’s Plateau problem. We generalize and extend methods of
Reifenberg, Besicovitch, and Adams; in particular we generalize a particular type of minimizing
sequence used by Reifenberg (whose limits have nice properties, including lower bounds on lower
density and finite Hausdorff measure,) prove such minimizing sequences exist, and develop coho-
mological spanning conditions. Our cohomology lemmas are dual versions of the homology lemmas
in the celebrated appendix by Adams found in Reifenberg’s 1960 paper.
Introduction
The seminal 1960 work of Reifenberg [Rei60] was the first to solve a variety of Plateau problems
which minimize Hausdorff measure of a collection of surfaces which in some specified sense “span” a
constrained boundary set A. One can consider mA :“ inftHmpXq : X spans Au and hope to find a
set X0 which spans A and H
mpX0q “ mA. One would also like to say something about the structure
of the set X0, assuming it exists.
Reifenberg used Cˇech homology to define spanning sets, as did Almgren [Alm68] in 1968. Both solved
existence and regularity problems. Although their theories give very satisfying solutions for single
component boundaries, homology theory turned out to be inadequate for boundaries consisting
of multiple connected components (see Proposition 5.0.1 and Figure 1 in [HP13], as well as (a)
below.) In [HP13], the authors used linking numbers and differential chains to solve this problem for
codimension 2 boundaries in Rn. De Lellis, Ghiraldin, and Maggi [DLGM15] used our idea of linking
numbers to provide a different proof without reference to differential chains. In 2014 [HP14], the
authors proposed using Cˇech cohomology to extend [HP13] to arbitrary dimension and codimension
and elliptic integrands, although no details were given of the latter. In 2015, De Philippis, De
Rosa, and Ghiraldin [DPRG15] built upon [HP13] and [DLGM15] and used a relaxed deformation
requirement to solve the problem in arbitrary codimension.
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2 J. HARRISON & H. PUGH
In this paper we define spanning sets of varying cohomological types and minimize with respect to
bounded Ho¨lder1 densities. The variable density problem is a perturbative version of the density
one case, and is not the main point of this paper. However, the elliptic problem for anisotropic
integrands in [HP16] builds upon parts of the current work, and so we find it necessary to state our
results in generality beyond the density one case.
We begin with our definition of spanning sets satisfying cohomological conditions: If A Ă Rn is
compact, 2 ď m ď n and L is a subset of the pm ´ 1q-st Cˇech cohomology of A with R-module
coefficients, we say that a compact set X Ą A is a surface with coboundary Ą L if the elements
of L do not extend over X. If A Ă C and C is convex and compact, let SpA,C,L,mq denote the set
of surfaces X with coboundary Ą L which are contained in C, such that HmpXzAq ă 8. Let Sm
denote m-dimensional Hausdorff spherical measure and let f : C Ñ ra, bs be an α-Ho¨lder continuous
function for 0 ă α ď 1 with a ą 0 and b ă 8. Let FmpEq “ ş
E
fpxqdSm for all Sm-measurable
E Ă C. We prove:
Main Theorem. If SpA,C,L,mq is non-empty (e.g. if Hm´1pAq ă 8 or if A is bilipschitz
homeomorphic to a finite simplicial complex) then the infimum of FmpXzAq among elements X
of SpA,C,L,mq is achieved, and is non-zero. Every such minimizer X0 is m-rectifiable2 away from
A, has true tangent planes Hm a.e. away from A, and contains a surface X 10 with coboundary Ą L
such that X 10 contains no proper subset in SpA,C,L,mq. Furthermore, there exists an open set V
such that HmppX0 X C˚qzpA Y V qq “ 0 and X0 X V is a locally Ho¨lder continuously differentiable
submanifold of Rn with exponent α.
Remarks:
‚ If A is an orientable manifold and L consists of the fundamental cocycles of the components of
A (See the definition of LR in §1.1.1) then SpA,C,L,mq subsumes the collections of surfaces
G and G˚ of [Rei60]. In particular, every compact manifold with boundary A is a surface with
coboundary Ą L. If A is a topological pm ´ 1q-sphere, then the surfaces with coboundary
Ą L are precisely the compact sets containing A which do not retract onto A.
‚ As a corollary, this proves that m-dimensional compact submanifolds of Rn with a non-
empty prescribed boundary have a non-zero lower bound on their m-dimensional Hausdorff
measure, depending on the boundary3.
‚ The Adams surface X in Example 8 in the appendix of [Rei60] admits a retraction onto
its frontier A. Lemma 1.2.4 and Lemma 6A of [Rei60] show that X does not span A with
respect to any homological or cohomological spanning condition. The linking number test
of [HP13] also fails: A closed loop is easily drawn that passes once through the middle of
the Mo¨bius strip and the triple Mo¨bius strip, has linking number one with A, and is disjoint
from X.
To prove our main theorem, we modernize and adapt several methods of Reifenberg, Besicovitch and
Adams. We use Cˇech cohomology instead of homology to define our class of surfaces, and also prove
several new results which we use to work with Ho¨lder densities in this paper and elliptic integrands
1The reviewer kindly pointed out that our original Lipschitz assumption can be improved to Ho¨lder continuous.
2In the sense of [Mat99]
3The reviewer pointed out that in the smooth case, this corollary can also be obtained by stating the variational
problem in the setting of mod 2 currents.
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in a sequel [HP16]. In Lemma 2.0.1, we present a new “slicing inequality,” a sharp version of the
Eilenberg inequality [Eil38].
Lemma 5.1.5 is a new “asymptotic monotonicity” result which is sufficient to apply Preiss’ theorem
and deduce our minimizing set is rectifiable. Theorem 3.1.1 extends a codimension one version of
the theorem found in [HP13]. We further refine and develop a concept which is used in a deep and
fundamental way in [Rei60]. We originally made use of so-called “Reifenberg regular sequences”
in [HP13] and further extended the concept in §(4.2). Reifenberg regular sequences are more general
than uniformly quasiminimal sequences4, which were introduced as pγ, δq-restricted sets in [Alm76],
and promoted in [DS98], [Dav03] [Dav07]. Limits of Reifenberg regular sequences are not necessarily
rectifiable, as are limits of quasiminimal sequences, however limits of Reifenberg regular sequences
have non-zero lower bounds on lower density and have finite m-dimensional Hausdorff measure.
Our main theorem is proved as follows:
1. We apply weak compactness to find a minimizing sequence of measures FmtXkzA converging
weakly to a measure µ0.
2. The surfaces Xk may not converge to X0 in the Hausdorff metric, so we provide a haircutting
method which modifies these surfaces so that they do converge to X0.
3. We find a Reifenberg regular subsequence as in [HP13] to find a non-zero lower bound on
lower density of X0.
4. We analyze measures in slices to prove an asymptotic version of monotonicity.
5. From this we deduce the densities exist and are bounded above zero and below infinity.
6. Preiss’ theorem is used to show that X0zA is rectifiable.
7. It then follows that X0zA has true tangent planes almost everywhere, and this leads to a
proof of lower semicontinuity of the weighted spherical measure.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 1 contains the results necessary to work with surfaces
with coboundary. Section 2 contains some basic results about Hausdorff spherical measure, including
Lemma 2.0.1. In Section 3, we generalize some isoperimetry results found in [Rei60] and use them to
prove Theorem 3.1.1. The proof of the main theorem starts in Section 4, and this section also contains
some general results about Reifenberg regular sequences. In Section 5, we prove our asymptotic
monotonicity result and complete the proof of lower semicontinuity.
Notation
If X Ă Rn,
‚ frX is the frontier of X;
‚ X¯ is the closure of X;
‚ X˚ is the interior of X;
‚ Xc is the complement of X;
‚ NpX, q is the open epsilon neighborhood of X;
‚ BpX, q is the closed epsilon neighborhood of X;
4Since they are Ahlfors regular (see Proposition 4.1 in [DS00])
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‚ dimpXq is the topological dimension of X;
‚ HmpXq is the m-dimensional (normalized) Hausdorff measure of X;
‚ SmpXq is the m-dimensional (normalized) Hausdorff spherical measure of X;
‚ FmpXq is the integral ş
X
f dSm, where f is a given Ho¨lder function;
‚ X˚ :“ tp P X |HmpX X Bpp, rqq ą 0 for all r ą 0u, where m is the Hausdorff dimension of
X;
‚ Xpp, rq “ X XBpp, rq;
‚ xpp, rq “ X X frBpp, rq;
‚ αm is the Lebesgue measure of the unit m-ball in Rm;
‚ Grpm,nq is the Grassmannian of un-oriented m-planes through the origin in Rn;
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1. Coboundaries
1.1. Cohomological spanning condition. Let 1 ď m ď n and A Ă Rn. If R is a commutative
ring and G is a R-module, let Hm´1pAq “ Hm´1pA;Gq (resp. H˜m´1pAq “ H˜m´1pA;Gq) denote
the pm´ 1q-st (resp. pm´ 1q-st reduced5) Cˇech cohomology group with coefficients in G. If X Ą A,
and ι “ ιpX,Aq denotes the inclusion mapping of A into X, let K˚pX,Aq denote the complement in
H˜m´1pAq of the image of ι˚ : H˜m´1pXq Ñ H˜m´1pAq. Call K˚pX,Aq the (algebraic) coboundary6
of X with respect to A.
Let L Ă H˜m´1pAqzt0u. We say that X is a surface with coboundary7 Ą L if K˚pX,Aq Ą L; in
other words, if L is disjoint from the image of ι˚.
For example, if L “ H, then every X Ą A is a surface with coboundary Ą L. If L ‰ H and X is a
surface with coboundary Ą L, then X does not retract onto A. If L “ H˜m´1pAqzt0u, then X is a
surface with coboundary Ą L if and only if ι˚ is trivial on H˜m´1pXq.
If A is homeomorphic to an pm ´ 1q-sphere, R “ G “ Z, L » t1,´1u is the set of generators of
H˜m´1pAq » Z and X Ą A is compact with HmpXq ă 8, then X is a surface with coboundary Ą L
if and only if X does not retract onto A. This is due to a theorem of Hopf [HW48].
More generally, if G “ R and A is an pm´1q-dimensional closed R-orientable (topological) manifold,
then there is a canonical choice for L, denoted LR “ LRpAq: Let Ai, i “ 1, . . . , k denote the
components of A, and for each i, let Li denote the image under the natural linear embedding
Hm´1pAiq ãÑ Hm´1pAq » ‘iHm´1pAiq of the R-module generators of Hm´1pAiq » R. If m ą 1,
let LR “ YiLi. If m “ 1, define LR to be the projection of YiLi onto the reduced cohomology
H˜0pAq.
A primary reason for considering the set LR is the following: If X is a compact R-orientable manifold
with boundary A, then X is a surface with coboundary Ą LR (Theorem 1.3.1.) If R “ Z, then X
need not be orientable. In fact, if X is any compact set which can be written as the union of A and
an increasing union of a sequence of compact manifolds with boundary Xi, such that BXiYA “ BBi
for a sequence tBiu of compact manifolds which tend to A in Hausdorff metric, then X is a surface
with coboundary Ą LZ (Theorem 1.3.3.) When n “ 3,m “ 2, this is the class of surfaces G found
in [Rei60].
Another feature of LR is the following gluing property: Suppose A “ A1Y¨ ¨ ¨YAk, where A1, . . . , Ak
are pm´1q-dimensional closed R-orientable manifolds, and every non-empty intersection of the Ai’s
is also a pm´1q-dimensional closed manifold. If for each i “ 1, . . . , k, Xi is a surface with coboundary
Ą LRpAiq, then X “ YiXi is a surface with coboundary Ą LRpAq (Proposition 1.3.4.)
5Let us agree for notational purposes that H˜0pHq “ 0 and that the inclusion ιpY,Hq of H into any set Y induces the
zero homomorphism ιpY,Hq˚ : H˜0pY q Ñ H˜0pHq.
6In the spirit of Reifenberg and Adams’ terminology “algebraic boundary.”
7After writing this paper, the authors found that this definition was known to Fomenko in [Fom72], but that he had
not defined the collection LR nor proved most of the results in §1.1.1.2.
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If A is a pn´2q-dimensional closed oriented manifold, then by Alexander duality X is a surface with
coboundary Ą LZ if and only if X intersects every embedding γ : >lj“1S1 Ñ RnzA, l P N, such that
the linking number Lpγ,Aiq with some component Ai of A is ˘1, and such that Lpγ,Ajq “ 0 for
j ‰ i.
More generally, if A is any compact subset of Rn, we can view A as a compact subset of the n-
sphere. Then by Alexander duality, the choice of L is equivalent to the choice of a subset S of
H˜n´m´1pSnzAq. A compact set X is a surface with coboundary Ą L if and only if X, viewed as a
subset of Sn, intersects the support of every singular chain representing an element S.
It follows that if X is a surface with coboundary Ą LR, then A Ă XzA.
If C Ą A, let SpA,C,L,mq denote the collection of compact surfaces X Ă C such that X is a surface
with coboundary Ą L and HmpXzAq ă 8.
Examples 1.1.1.
(a) If A Ă R3 is the union of three stacked circles, explicitly A “ tpx, y, zq P R3 : x2` y2 “ 1, z P
t´1, 0, 1uu, then the surfaces X1 “ tpx, y, zq P R3 : x2 ` y2 “ 1,´1 ď z ď 0u Y tpx, y, zq P
R3 : x2 ` y2 ď 1, z “ 1u, X2 “ tpx, y, zq P R3 : x2 ` y2 “ 1, 0 ď z ď 1u Y tpx, y, zq P R3 :
x2`y2 ď 1, z “ ´1u and X3 “ tpx, y, zq P R3 : x2`y2 “ 1,´1 ď z ď 1u are all surfaces with
coboundary Ą LZ. One can replace the cylinders with catenoids, and move the circles of A
up or down, in which case any of X1, X2 or X3 could be an area minimizer in SpA,R3, LZ, 2q,
depending on the distance between the circles of A.
(b) If A Ă R3 is a standard 2-torus given parametrically by xpθ, φq “ pR`r cos θq cosφ, ypθ, φq “
pR` r cos θq and zpθ, φq “ r sin θ, and L Ă H1pA;Zq consists of a single element, the class of
the cocycle dual to a longitudinal circle φ “ const., then X Ą A is a surface with coboundary
Ą L if and only if X contains a longitudinal disk. If one replaces the minor radius r with a
function rpφq, then the set AYD, where D is the longitudinal disk at the narrowest part of
A, will be an area minimizer in SpA,R3, L, 2q.
This definition is the natural dual of the definition of a “surface with boundary Ą L” [Rei60] (see
also [Alm68].) Recall X is a (Reifenberg) surface with (algebraic) boundary Ą L if L is a
subgroup of the kernel of ι˚ : Hm´1pAq Ñ Hm´1pXq, this kernel being the algebraic boundary of
X. Given a choice of G and L, we call the collection of surfaces with boundary Ą L, a Reifenberg
collection. Reversing the variance has a number of advantages:
‚ The group G may be any R-module, not just a compact abelian group as in [Rei60] or a
finitely generated group as in [Alm68].
‚ The collection of non-retracting surfaces in Theorem 2 of [Rei60] is achieved as a single
collection, namely SpA » Sm´1,Rn, LZ,mq;
‚ The sets X1, X2, X3 in Example (a) above are all surfaces with coboundary Ą LZ, but the
only Reifenberg collections containing all three correspond to the trivial subgroup L “ t0u,
in which case every set X Ą A is a surface with boundary Ą L. (See [HP13] Proposition
5.0.1.)
‚ There is a canonical choice of L in the case that A is a compact oriented pm´1q-dimensional
manifold, namely the subset LZ, and the collection SpA,Rn, LZ,mq is well-behaved and large
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as described above. In particular, SpA,R3, LZ, 2q contains Reifenberg’s class G, and when
A is homeomorphic to a pm´ 1q-sphere, SpA,Rn, LZ,mq contains Reifenberg’s class of non-
retracting surfaces, G˚.
A
L
X
Figure 1. The Adams surface X [Rei60] admits a retraction onto the curve A. It
therefore does not span A with respect to any condition invariant under continuous
mappings keeping A fixed. This includes all homological and cohomological span-
ning conditions, as well as the linking number tests in [Har14] [HP13]. The figure
shows a simple closed curve L that links the curve A once, but which is disjoint
from X.
1.1.1. Some open questions.
(a) For what choice of L Ă HmpXq is it true that if X is a surface with boundary Ą L, then
A Ă XzA? Same question for coboundary.
(b) If m “ n´1 and A is a pm´1q-dimensional orientable compact manifold, the condition that
X is a surface with coboundary Ą LZ is slightly relaxed from the definition of “span” using
linking numbers in ( [Har14] [HP13],) since in the linking number definition, LZ need only
be disjoint from the image of those cocycles which are Alexander dual to cycles represented
by embedded circles, and not sums of such. In this vein, one can modify the definition of
surface with coboundary Ą L so that L need only be disjoint from those elements of HkpAq
which extend over X as cocycles Alexander dual to cycles representable by manifolds of a
given topological type. However, this definition seems difficult to work with. For example,
compare Lemma 1.2.4 with Theorem 5.0.6 of [HP13]. To what extent is it possible to restrict
the topological type of these cycles? See [DPRG15].
(c) If X is a surface with algebraic boundary K, how can one determine the algebraic coboundary
K˚ of X? Same question with K and K˚ reversed.
(d) If one replaces sets with pairs, the definition can be repeated with relative cohomology: A
pair pX,Y q Ą pA,Bq is a surface with coboundary Ą L if L is disjoint from the image of
ι˚ : H˜m´1pX,Y q Ñ H˜m´1pA,Bq. Is this definition useful for working with surfaces which
partially span their boundaries?
1.2. Cohomological spanning lemmas. We now produce a sequence of lemmas, many of whose
statements are dual to those found in the appendix of [Rei60]. We do not assume sets are compact,
unless the assumption is made explicit in the lemma.
Lemma 1.2.1. K˚pA,Aq “ H.
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Proof. The identity map on H˜m´1pAq is surjective. 
Lemma 1.2.2. If X is contractible and A Ă X, then K˚pX,Aq “ H˜m´1pAqzt0u.
Proof. By homotopy invariance, X has the reduced cohomology of a point. 
Lemma 1.2.3. Suppose X Ą A and X “ YNi“1Xi where the Xi are disjoint, closed, and contractible.
If m ą 1, then K˚pX,Aq “ Hm´1pAqzt0u.
Proof. Let Ai “ AXXi. By E-S Ch. I Thm. 13.2c, Hm´1pXq » ‘Ni“1Hm´1pXiq and Hm´1pAq »‘Ni“1pAiq. Moreover, the square
Hm´1pXq » //
ιpX,Aq˚

‘Hm´1pXiq
‘ιpXi,Aiq˚

H˜m´1pAq » // ‘Hm´1pAiq
(1)
commutes since it does so for each summand of ‘Hm´1pAiq. We may then apply Lemma 1.2.2. 
Lemma 1.2.4. Suppose g : pX,Aq Ñ pY,Bq is continuous. Let LA Ă H˜m´1pAqzt0u and LB “
pg|A˚q´1pLAq. If X is a surface with coboundary Ą LA, then Y is a surface with coboundary Ą LB.
Proof. The proof is evident from the commutativity of the following square:
H˜m´1pXq oo g
˚
ιpX,Aq˚

H˜m´1pY q
ιpY,Bq˚

H˜m´1pAq oo pg|Aq
˚
H˜m´1pBq.
(2)

Lemma 1.2.5. Suppose X is a surface with coboundary Ą L. If X Ă Y , then Y is also a surface
with coboundary Ą L.
Proof. The inclusion A ãÑ Y factors through X, so the image of ιpY,Aq˚ is contained in the image
of ιpX,Aq˚. 
Lemma 1.2.6. Let m “ n and suppose A is the unit sphere in Rn. If X Ą A contains the closed
unit ball, then K˚pX,Aq “ H˜n´1pAqzt0u. If X Ą A does not contain the closed unit ball, then
K˚pX,Aq “ H.
Proof. If X contains the closed unit ball B, then Lemmas 1.2.2 and 1.2.5 prove the first statement.
If X does not contain B, then A is a retract of X, and so ιpX,Aq˚ must be surjective. 
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Lemma 1.2.7. Suppose f : IˆY Ñ X is a continuous map. Set A0 “ fpt0uˆY q, A1 “ fpt1uˆY q,
and A “ A0 Y A1. Write f0 :“ f tt0uˆY and f1 :“ f tt1uˆY . Suppose f0 is a homeomorphism from
t0u ˆ Y to A0, and that we are given a subset L0 Ă H˜m´1pA0qzt0u. Then there exists a subset
L1 Ă H˜m´1pA1qzt0u satisfying two properties:
K˚pX,Aq Y pιpA,A0q˚q´1pL0q “ K˚pX,Aq Y pιpA,A1q˚q´1pL1q
and if X is a surface with coboundary Ą L0, then X is a surface with coboundary Ą L1.
Proof. Define g : t0u ˆ Y Ñ t1u ˆ Y where gp0, yq “ p1, yq. Let L10 :“ f0˚ pL0q Ă H˜m´1pt0u ˆ Y q
and L11 :“ pg˚q´1pL10q P H˜m´1pt1u ˆ Y q. Finally define L1 “ pf1˚ q´1pL11q.
Let h P pιpA,A0q˚q´1pL0q and suppose h R K˚pX,Aq. That is, suppose h “ ιpX,Aq˚pxq for some
x P H˜pXq. We want to show ιpA,A1q˚phq P L1. That is, f1˚ ιpA,A1q˚phq P L11. In other words,
g˚f1˚ ιpA,A1q˚phq P L10, or
pf0˚ q´1g˚f1˚ ιpA,A1q˚ιpX,Aq˚pxq P L0.
Since we have assumed h “ ιpX,Aq˚pxq P pιpA,A0q˚q´1pL0q, it suffices to show
ιpA,A0q˚ιpX,Aq˚pxq “ pf0˚ q´1g˚f1˚ ιpA,A1q˚ιpX,Aq˚pxq,
which is verified by the fact that ιpX,A0qf0 and ιpX,A1qf1g are homotopic. The other containment
is proved in a similar manner.
For the last assertion, suppose h1 P L1 and h1 “ ιpX,A1q˚pxq for some x P H˜m´1pXq. By definition
of L1, we know h0 “ pf0˚ q´1g˚f1˚ ph1q P L0. The inclusion map ιpX,A0q is homotopic to ιpX,A1q ˝
f1 ˝ g ˝ f´10 via the homotopy ιpX,Atq ˝ ft ˝ gt ˝ f´10 where At “ fpttu ˆ Y q, ft :“ f tttuˆY and
gtp0, yq “ pt, yq. Thus ιpX,A0q˚ “ pιpX,A1q ˝ f1 ˝ g ˝ f´10 q˚ “ pf0˚ q´1g˚f1˚ ιpX,A1q˚. Then h0 “pf0˚ q´1g˚f1˚ ph1q “ pf0˚ q´1g˚f1˚ ιpX,A1q˚pxq “ ιpX,A0q˚pxq, contradicting our assumption that X
is a surface with coboundary Ą L0. 
It follows from Lemma 1.2.5 that if Z is a surface with coboundary Ą L0, then Z Y fpI ˆ Y q is a
surface with coboundary Ą L1.
Lemma 1.2.8. Suppose X “ YNr“1Xr, A Ă X, and Ar Ă Xr for each r. Let B “ A Yr Ar.
For each r, let Lr Ă H˜m´1pArqzt0u and suppose Xr is a surface with coboundary Ą Lr. Suppose
L Ă H˜m´1pAqzt0u satisfies
(3) pιpB,Aq˚q´1pLq Ă YrpιpB,Arq˚q´1pLrq.
Then X is a surface with coboundary Ą L.
Proof. Let k P H˜m´1pXq. Then ιpX,Aq˚k “ ιpB,Aq˚ipX,Bq˚k. By assumption, it suffices to show
that ιpX,Bq˚k is not contained in pιpB,Arq˚q´1pLrq for each r. In other words, it suffices to show
that ιpX,Arq˚k is not contained in Lr, or equivalently, ιpXr, Arq˚ιpX,Xrq˚k is not contained in Lr.
Indeed, this is true since the image of ιpXr, Arq˚ is disjoint from Lr by assumption. 
Lemma 1.2.9. Under the same assumptions of Lemma 1.2.8, suppose further that Xr and Ar are
compact for each r, that AXXr Ă Ar for each r, and that Xr XXs “ Ar XAs for r ‰ s. Then
K˚pX,Aq “ tx P H˜m´1pAq : pιpB,Aq˚q´1pxq Ă YrpιpB,Arq˚q´1pK˚pXr, Arqqu.
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Proof. By Lemma 1.2.8, tx P H˜m´1pAq : pιpB,Aq˚q´1pxq Ă YrpιpB,Arq˚q´1pK˚pXr, Arqqu Ă
K˚pX,Aq. To show the reverse inclusion, we chase the diagram below. The unlabeled maps are
given by inclusions, the rows and column are exact (E-S Ch. I Thm. 8.6c,) and the isomorphism is
due to excision: Assuming N “ 2, the isomorphism follows from E-S Ch. I Thm. 14.2c and Ch. X
Thm. 5.4. The general case follows from induction on N . The triangle commutes by functoriality,
the top “square” commutes because δ is a natural transformation, and the bottom square commutes
because it does so on each summand of ‘HmpXr, Arq. Thus, the diagram commutes.
Let x P K˚pX,Aq and suppose p P pιpB,Aq˚q´1pxq. Suppose there is no r such that ιpB,Arq˚ppq P
K˚pXr, Arq. Then y “ ‘pιpB,Arq˚qppq P im ‘ ιpXr, Arq˚. Since the bottom row of the diagram
is exact, p‘δqpyq “ 0, hence δp “ 0, hence δx “ 0. But the left column is exact, and this gives a
contradiction, since by assumption x is not in the image of ιpX,Aq˚.
HmpX,Aq
OO
δ
gg
H˜m´1pAq
OO gg
H˜m´1pXq // H˜m´1pBq

δ // HmpX,Bq
–

‘H˜m´1pXrq // ‘H˜m´1pArq ‘δ // ‘HmpXr, Arq.
(4)

Lemma 1.2.10. Suppose A,X and C are compact, X is a surface with coboundary K˚pX,Aq Ą L
and C˚ X A “ H. If Y Ą X X frC is a surface with coboundary Ą K˚pX X C,X X frCq, then
pXzC˚q Y Y is a surface with coboundary Ą L.
Proof. Let X1 “ X X C, A1 “ X X frC, X2 “ XzC˚, and A2 “ AY A1. Let L1 “ K˚pX1, A1q and
L2 “ K˚pX2, A2q. By Lemma 1.2.9,
K˚pX,Aq “
!
x P H˜m´1pAq : pιpA2, Aq˚q´1pxq Ă
`pιpA2, A1q˚q´1L1˘Y L2) .
Now apply Lemma 1.2.8, using the set Y in place of X1. The result follows, since L Ă K˚pX,Aq. 
Lemma 1.2.11. Suppose A “ A1YA2 where A1 and A2 are compact. Let D “ A1XA2 and suppose
B Ą D is compact. Let m ě 2. Suppose the homomorphism ιpB,Dq˚ : H˜m´2pBq Ñ H˜m´2pDq is
zero. Then
pιpAYB,Aq˚q´1pHm´1pAqzt0uq Ă Yi“1,2pιpAYB,Ai YBq˚q´1pHm´1pAi YBqzt0uq.
Proof. Suppose D is non-empty. The map pA,A1, A2q Ñ pAYB,A1YB,A2YBq is a map of compact,
and hence proper triads (E-S Ch. X Thm 5.4,) and thus carries the reduced Mayer-Vietoris sequence
of the second into the first (E-S 15.4c.) Chase the resulting commutative diagram, observing that
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Yi“1,2pιpAYB,AiYBq˚q´1pHm´1pAiYBqzt0uq “ pι1˚ , ι2˚ q´1pHm´1pA1YBq‘Hm´1pA2YBqzt0uq:
H˜m´2pBq
0

∆ // Hm´1pAYBq

pι˚1 ,ι˚2 q // Hm´1pA1 YBq ‘Hm´1pA2 YBq

H˜m´2pDq ∆ // Hm´1pAq // Hm´1pA1q ‘Hm´1pA2q.
(5)
If D is empty, then we still have the right hand commuting square, and the map out of Hm´1pAq is
an isomorphism, and in particular, injective. This proves the lemma. 
Lemma 1.2.12. Suppose A “ YNr“0Ar, where each Ar is compact. Let Dr “ A0XAr, 1 ď r ď N
and suppose Ar X As “ H, 1 ď r ă s ď N . Let m ě 2. For each 1 ď r ď N , suppose Br Ą Dr is
compact and that the homomorphism ιpBr, Drq˚ : H˜m´2pBrq Ñ H˜m´2pDrq is zero. Furthermore,
suppose that the intersection Ar XBs is empty for all 1 ď r ă s ď N . Let
C “ AYNr“1 Br,
C0 “ A0 YNr“1 Br, and
Cr “ Ar YBr, 1 ď r ď N.
Then
pιpC,Aq˚q´1pHm´1pAqzt0uq Ă YNr“0pιpC,Crq˚q´1pHm´1pCrqzt0uq.
Proof. For 0 ď k ď N´1, let Ek “ A0Y¨ ¨ ¨YAkYBk`1Y¨ ¨ ¨YBN , and Let EN “ A. For 1 ď k ď N ,
we may apply Lemma 1.2.11 to the sets “A1” “ Ak, “A2” “ A0 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y Ak´1 Y Bk`1 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y BN ,
and “B” “ Bk, since the assumption Ak X Bj “ H for all 1 ď k ă j ď N guarantees that
“A1”X “A2” “ Dk. The following inclusion therefore holds for all 1 ď k ď N :
pιpEk YBk, Ekq˚q´1pHm´1pEkqzt0uq Ă
pιpEk YBk, Ek´1q˚q´1pHm´1pEk´1qzt0uq Y pιpEk YBk, Ckq˚q´1pHm´1pCkqzt0uq.
Taking the inverse image in Hm´1pCq of the above sets by the map ιpC,Ek YBkq˚, this yields
pιpC,Ekq˚q´1pHm´1pEkqzt0uq Ă
pιpC,Ek´1q˚q´1pHm´1pEk´1qzt0uq Y pιpC,Ckq˚q´1pHm´1pCkqzt0uq.
The result follows from downward induction on k starting at k “ N , since EN “ A and E0 “ C0. 
Lemma 1.2.13. Suppose A “ YNr“0Ar where each Ar is compact. Let Dr “ Ar´1 X Ar, 1 ď
r ď N and suppose Ar X As “ H if |r ´ s| ą 1. Let8 m ą 2. For each 1 ď r ď N , suppose
Br Ą Dr is compact and that the homomorphism ιpBr, Drq˚ : Hm´2pBrq Ñ Hm´2pDrq is zero. Let
B0 “ BN`1 “ H, and suppose further that Br X Ar´1 “ Dr and Br X As “ H for all 1 ď r ď N
and 0 ď s ă r ´ 1. Let
C “ AYNr“1 Br,
C´1 “ YNr“1Br, and
Cr “ Br YAr YBr`1, 0 ď r ď N.
Then
pιpC,Aq˚q´1pHm´1pAqzt0uq Ă YNr“´1pιpC,Crq˚q´1pHm´1pCrqzt0uq.
8Note the strict inequality.
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Furthermore, if Br XBs “ H for all r ‰ s, then
pιpC,Aq˚q´1pHm´1pAqzt0uq Ă YNr“0pιpC,Crq˚q´1pHm´1pCrqzt0uq.
Proof. For 0 ď k ď N , let Ek “ A0 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ YAk YBk`1 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ YBN`1. Let E´1 “ C´1 and D0 “ H.
For 1 ď k ď N , let us apply Lemma 1.2.11 to the sets “A1” “ Ak, “A2” “ A0Y¨ ¨ ¨YAk´1YBk`1Y
¨ ¨ ¨ Y BN`1, and “B” “ Bk Y Bk`1. For k “ 0, use “A1” “ A0, “A2” “ C´1, and “B” “ B1. We
may do so, because our assumption on the intersections Br XAs imply “A1”X “A2” “ Dk YDk`1.
This union being disjoint, the homomorphism ιp“B”, “D”q˚ “ ιpBk Y Bk`1, Dk YDk`1q˚ is given
by the direct sum ιpBkYBk`1, Dkq˚‘ ιpBkYBk`1, Dk`1q˚, both of which are zero. As in the proof
of Lemma 1.2.12, the following inclusion therefore holds for all 0 ď k ď N :
pιpC,Ekq˚q´1pHm´1pEkqzt0uq Ă
pιpC,Ek´1q˚q´1pHm´1pEk´1qzt0uq Y pιpC,Ckq˚q´1pHm´1pCkqzt0uq.
This gives the first conclusion. If Br XBs “ H for all r ‰ s, then by additivity,
pιpC,C´1q˚q´1pHm´1pC´1qzt0uq “ YrpιpC,Brq˚q´1pHm´1pBrqzt0uq.
For each r, we have pιpC,Brq˚q´1pHm´1pBrqzt0uq Ă pιpC,Crq˚q´1pHm´1pCrqzt0uq by functoriality,
thus giving the second conclusion. 
Lemma 1.2.14. If the topological dimension dimpAq of A is ď m´ 2, then Hm´1pAq “ 0.
Proof. if m “ 1, the result is trivial. if m ą 1, then every open cover U admits a refinement V of
order ď m´2 ( [HW48] Theorem V 1.) The nerve N of V is then a simplicial complex of dimension
ď m ´ 2, and so if x P Hm´1pAq is represented by a simplicial cochain on the nerve of U , it must
pull back to the zero cochain on N . Thus, x “ 0. 
Lemma 1.2.15. If Hm´1pAq “ 0, then Hm´1pAq “ 0.
Proof. If m “ 1, the result is trivial. If m ą 1, then dimpAq ď m ´ 2 by [HW48] Theorem VII 3
and we may apply 1.2.14. 
Lemma 1.2.16. Suppose X is compact and X “ limÐÝXi, where tXiu is a system of compact surfaces
with coboundary Ą L, directed under inclusion. Then X is a surface with coboundary Ą L.
Proof. By continuity of Cˇech cohomology, the obvious map limÝÑ H˜m´1pXiq Ñ H˜m´1pXq is an iso-
morphism, and in particular a surjection, so the image of ιpX,Aq˚ is the union of the images of
ιpXi, Aq˚. 
Lemma 1.2.17. If tXiu is a sequence of compact surfaces with coboundary Ą L and Xi Ñ X in
the Hausdorff metric, then X is a surface with coboundary Ą L.
Proof. By Lemma 1.2.5, the sets Yj “ X YY8i“jXi satisfy the conditions of Lemma 1.2.16. 
Lemma 1.2.18. Suppose pX,Aq is compact and X is a surface with coboundary Ą L such that
HmpXzAq ă 8. If pY,Aq Ă pX,Aq is compact, and dimpXzY q ď m ´ 1, then Y is a surface with
coboundary Ą L.
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Proof. The inclusion of A into X factors through Y , so it suffices to show ιpX,Y q˚ : H˜m´1pXq Ñ
H˜m´1pY q is surjective. For  ą 0, let X “ X X NpY, q. Since XzX is compact and contained
in XzY , we may cover XzX by a finite number of open subsets Ui of X, i “ 1, . . . , n, such that
for each i, Ui Ă Nppi, {2q for some pi P XzX, and dimpBUiq ď m ´ 2. Define B “ YNi“1Ui and
C “ XzpYNi“1Uiq. Then B and C are compact, B Ă XzY , and Y Ă C Ă X. Furthermore, since
B XC “ BpBq Ă Yi “ 1NBUi, it follows from [HW48] Theorem III 1 that dimpB XCq ď m´ 2.
By Lemma 1.2.14, Hm´1pB X Cq “ 0. The Mayer-Vietoris sequence applied to the compact
triad pX,B, Cq thus implies that ιpX,Cq˚ : Hm´1pXq Ñ Hm´1pCq is surjective. Finally, since
Y “ limÐÝC, the result follows from the continuity of Cˇech cohomology. 
In particular,
Corollary 1.2.19. If pX,Aq is compact and X is a surface with coboundary Ą L such that HmpXzAq ă
8, then pXzAq˚ YA is a surface with coboundary Ą L,
Proof. Let Y “ pXzAq˚ Y A. Since HmpXzY q “ 0, it follows from [HW48] Theorem VII 3 that
dimpXzY q ď m´ 1. 
and
Corollary 1.2.20. If pX,Aq is compact and X is a surface with coboundary Ą L ‰ H, then
HmpXzAq ą 0.
Proof. Suppose the result is false, and let Y “ A. Lemma 1.2.18 can be applied by [HW48] Theorem
VII 3. Lemma 1.2.1 yields a contradiction. 
In Corollary 3.0.7, we prove that HmpXzAq cannot be arbitrarily small.
1.3. Results specific to LR.
Theorem 1.3.1. Suppose A is an pm ´ 1q-dimensional closed R-orientable manifold and X is a
compact R-orientable manifold with boundary A, then X is a surface with coboundary Ą LR.
Proof. The result is obvious if m “ 1. Let m ą 1. Since A and X have the homotopy type of
CW -complexes (see e.g. [Hat01] Cor A.12,) we may treat the Cˇech cohomology groups involved
in the definition of “surface with coboundary” as singular cohomology groups. We proceed by
contradiction. Suppose there exists φ P LR with ιpX,Aq˚pωq “ φ for some ω P Hm´1pX;Rq.
Writing A “ YAi where the Ai’s are the connected components of A, there exists j such that
ιpX,Ajq˚ω is a generator of Hm´1pAj ;Rq, and ιpX,Aiq˚ω “ 0 for all i ‰ j.
Let η P HmpX,A;Rq be a fundamental class for X. Then ν “ Bη P Hm´1pA;Rq is a fundamental
class for A and by exactness, ιpX,Aq˚ν “ 0. Write ν “ ř ιpA,Aiq˚νi. Then νi is a fundamental
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class for Ai for each i. We have
0 “ ωpιpX,Aq˚νq
“ ιpX,Aq˚ωpνq
“ φpνq
“
ÿ
φ pιpA,Aiq˚νiq
“
ÿ
ιpA,Aiq˚φpνiq
“ ιpA,Ajq˚φpνjq
‰ 0
where the last line follows from Poincare´ duality. 
By reducing mod 2, the universal coefficient theorem gives the following corollary:
Corollary 1.3.2. If A is an pm ´ 1q-dimensional closed orientable manifold and X is a compact
manifold with boundary A, then X is a surface with coboundary Ą LZ.
Proof. It follows from Theorem 1.3.1 that X is a surface with coboundary Ą LZ{2Z. Suppose there
exists ω P Hm´1pX;Zq and j such that ιpX,Ajq˚ω is a generator of Hm´1pAj ;Zq, and ιpX,Aiq˚ω “
0 for all i ‰ j. The cohomology class ω gives a homomorphism fω : Hm´1pX;Zq Ñ Z, and by
composing with the reduction map ZÑ Z{2Z, a homomorphism f˜ω : Hm´1pX;Zq Ñ Z{2Z. Since
Hm´1pX;Z{2Zq Ñ HompHm´1pX;Zq,Z{2Zq Ñ 0
is exact, the map f˜ω lifts to a cohomology class ω˜ P Hm´1pX;Z{2Zq. Since rAisZ{2Z, the Z{2Z
fundamental class of Ai, is the reduction mod-2 of the Z fundamental class of Ai, denoted by rAisZ,
it follows from naturality of the universal coefficient theorem and the tensor-hom adjunction that
ιpX,Aiq˚ω˜
`rAisZ{2Z˘ “ ιpX,Aiq˚f˜ω prAisZq
“ f˜ω pιpX,Aiq˚rAisZq
“ ω pιpX,Aiq˚rAisZq mod 2,
which equals 1 if i “ j and 0 otherwise. In other words, ιpX,Aq˚ω˜ P LZ{2Z, giving a contradiction.

Theorem 1.3.3. Suppose A is an pm´ 1q-dimensional closed orientable manifold. Suppose X is a
compact set which can be written in the form X “ A Y YiXi, where YiXi is a increasing union of
a sequence tXiu of compact manifolds with boundary, such that for each i, BXi YA is the boundary
of a compact manifold with boundary Bi, and such that Bi Ñ A in the Hausdorff metric. Then X
is a surface with coboundary Ą LZ.
Proof. Writing CN “ X YY8i“NBi, it suffices to show, by Lemma 1.2.16, that for all N , the set CN
is a surface with coboundary Ą LZ. Since A Ă XN YBN Ă CN , it suffices to show, by Lemma 1.2.5,
that XN YBN is a surface with coboundary Ą LZ. Indeed it is, since the compact manifold formed
by gluing XN and BN along their common boundary BXN is a manifold with boundary A, and is
thus a surface with coboundary Ą LZ by Corollary 1.3.2. The set XN YBN is the continuous image
of this manifold, and therefore is a surface with coboundary Ą LZ by Lemma 1.2.4. 
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Theorem 1.3.4. Suppose A “ A1 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y Ak, where A1, . . . , Ak are pm ´ 1q-dimensional closed
R-orientable manifolds. Suppose that every non-empty intersection of the Ai’s is also a pm ´ 1q-
dimensional closed manifold, or equivalently that every component of A is contained in some Ai.
Then A is a R-orientable closed manifold, and if Xi is a surface with coboundary Ą LRpAiq, i “
1, . . . k, then X “ YiXi is a surface with coboundary Ą LRpAq.
Proof. The equivalence of the assumptions in the second sentence is a consequence of Brouwer’s
invariance of domain theorem [Bro12]. Then A, being the disjoint union of its connected components,
is a R-orientable closed manifold. Moreover, every component of Ai is a component of A, and every
component of A is a component of Ai for some i. The result follows. 
2. Hausdorff spherical measure
Lemma 2.0.1 is a sharp version of the Eilenberg inequality [Eil38] for Hausdorff spherical measure,
and is a generalization of [Rei60] Lemma 4.
Lemma 2.0.1 (Slicing inequality). Suppose X Ă Rn is Sm measurable with SmpXq ă 8, and
f : X Ñ R is Sm measurable, non-negative and bounded. If Xt denotes the set of points of X at
distance t from a fixed M -dimensional affine subspace E of Rn, where 0 ďM ď n´ 1, thenż 8
0
ż
Xt
fpqqdSm´1pqqdt ď
ż
X
fpqqdSmpqq.
Proof. We first show that f tXt is Sm´1 measurable for almost every t and that gptq :“
ş
Xt
fpqqdSm´1pqq
is measurable. If f is a simple function, this follows from [Fed69] 2.10.26 (the statement is for Haus-
dorff measure, but the proof equally applies to spherical measure.) Since f is a pointwise limit of
an increasing sequence tfiu of simple functions, f tXt is measurable for almost every t (namely, the
points t for which fitXt is measurable for all i.) It follows from the monotone convergence theorem
that g is the pointwise supremum of a sequence of measurable functions and hence is measurable.
Let  ą 0 and produce from Lusin’s theorem a closed subset Y Ă X such that SmpXzY q ă  and f tY
is continuous. For each y P Y , let δy be small enough so that |fpzq ´ fpyq| ă  for all z P Bpy, δyq.
Let V “ tBppi, riquiPI be a covering of Sm almost all Y by disjoint balls of radius ri ă δpi . If V
denotes the union of the balls in V and κ ă 8 is an upper bound for f , then by [Rei60] Lemma 4,ż 8
0
ż
Xt
fpqq dSm´1pqq dt “
ÿ
iPI
ż 8
0
ż
Xppi,riqt
fpqq dSm´1pqq dt`
ż 8
0
ż
pXzVqt
fpqq dSm´1pqq dt
ď
ÿ
iPI
pfppiq ` q
ż 8
0
Sm´1pXppi, riqtq dt` κ
ż 8
0
Sm´1ppXzVqtq dt
ď
ÿ
iPI
pfppiq ` qSmpXppi, riqq ` κ
ď
ÿ
iPI
ż
Xppi,riq
pfpqq ` 2q dSmpqq ` κ
ď
ż
X
fpqqdSmpqq ` 2SmpXq ` κ.
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
One can replace the sets Xh in Lemma 2.0.1 with the level sets of a suitably regular function. It
is enough that the level sets smoothly foliate Rn except possibly a set of zero pm ´ 1q-dimensional
Hausdorff measure.
The following is a cohomological version of [Rei60] Lemma 12.
Lemma 2.0.2. Let p P Rn and let E be an affine m-plane containing p. Fix 0 ă  ă 1{2, r ą 0,
and suppose A Ă pfrBpp, rqq X NpE, rq is compact. If L Ă H˜m´1pAqzt0u and X is a surface with
coboundary Ą L, then there exists a compact set Y Ă pfrBpp, rqq XNpE, rq such that
(6) SmpY q ď r 2
2mαm
αm´1
Sm´1pAq
and either
(7) SmpX Y Y q ě αmrm
and the orthogonal projection of X onto E contains E X Bpp, p1 ´ qrq, or Y is a surface with
coboundary Ą L. Moreover, if A is pm´ 1q-rectifiable, then Y is m-rectifiable.
Proof. Let A1 denote the radial projection from p onto frBpp, rq of the orthogonal projection of A
onto E. Let B “ AYA1 and let Y be the radial projection onto frBpp, rq of the set YxPAIx, where
Ix denotes the line segment joining x to its orthogonal projection in E. It is straightforward to see
that Y is m-rectifiable whenever A is pm´ 1q-rectifiable.
By Lemma 6 of [Rei60],
(8) SmpY q ď r 2
mαm
αm´1
Sm´1pAq ¨
ˆ
r
p1´ qr
˙m
ď r 2
2mαm
αm´1
Sm´1pAq.
By Lemma 1.2.7 there exists a subset L1 Ă H˜m´1pA1qzt0u such that
(9) K˚pY,Bq Y pιpB,Aq˚q´1pLq “ K˚pY,Bq Y pιpB,A1q˚q´1pL1q.
If L1 “ H, then (9) gives pιpB,Aq˚q´1pLq Ă K˚pY,Bq. It follows from Lemma 1.2.8 that Y is a
surface with coboundary Ą L.
Now suppose L1 ‰ H. It suffices to show that the orthogonal projection of X Y Y onto E contains
E X Bpp, rq. We know by Alexander duality that A1 “ pfrBpp, rqq X E (otherwise H˜m´1pA1q “ 0,
contradicting L1 ‰ H.) Therefore, by Lemmas 1.2.6 and 1.2.4, it suffices to show that X Y Y is a
surface with coboundary Ą L1. This follows from Lemma 1.2.8 and (9).

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Figure 2. Two cases for Lemma 2.0.2
3. Isoperimetry
The goal of this section is to prove that if U is an open set disjoint from A, and C Ă U is compact,
then there exists a constant KC,U ą 0 such that if X is a compact surface with coboundary Ą L
such that HmpXXUq ă KC,U , then there exists a compact surface Y with coboundary Ą L disjoint
from C. As a corollary, this will imply that if L ‰ H, then the m-dimensional Hausdorff measure
of a compact surface with coboundary Ą L cannot be arbitrarily small.
Lemma 3.0.1. Suppose m ě 2. There exists a constant 0 ă Knm ă 8 such that if A is compact,
then there exists a compact surface X with coboundary Ą Hm´1pAqzt0u such that
(a) X is contained in the convex hull of A;
(b) X Ă NpA,Knm pSm´1pAqq1{pm´1qq;
(c) SmpXq ď Knm pSm´1pAqqm{pm´1q; and
(d) If A is pm´ 1q-rectifiable, then X is m-rectifiable.
Proof. ((a))-((c)) is a cohomological version of Lemma 8 of [Rei60], and the proof is identical for
m ě 2, replacing Lemmas 3A, 11A, and 16A with Lemmas 1.2.3, 1.2.8, and 1.2.13, respectively9.
((d)) is a straightforward generalization. 
For notational purposes, let Kn1 “ 1.
Lemma 3.0.2. Suppose A is compact, X is a compact surface with coboundary Ą L and Npp, rq is
disjoint from A, with
SmpXpp, rqq ď r
m
2 p2Mmqm p2n`M´1Knmqm´1
,
where M ě 1. If W Ă pr{2M , rq has full Lebesgue measure, then there exist r1 P W and a compact
surface Xˆ with coboundary Ą L such that
9The eagle-eyed reader will see that we added a few hypotheses to the assumptions in Lemma 1.2.13. A proof of the
general statement was not apparent to us, and Adams did not provide a proof for his homological version. However,
Lemma 1.2.13, with its additional assumptions, remains applicable in the proof of Lemma 3.0.1.
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(a) Xˆ X pNpp, r1qcq “ X X pNpp, r1qcq,
(b) Xˆpp, r1q is contained in the convex hull of xpp, r1q,
(c) Xˆpp, r1q Ă Bpp, r1qzBpp, r1{2q, and
(d) SmpXˆpp, r1qq ď 1
2M`m´1 S
mpXpp, r1qq.
Moreover, if xpp, r1q is pm´ 1q-rectifiable, then Xˆpp, r1q is m-rectifiable.
Proof. The m “ 1 case is immediate, since Lemma 2.0.1 implies that there exists r1 P W such that
xpp, r1q is empty. The set Xˆ “ XzBpp, r1q satisfies the desired requirements by Lemma 1.2.10.
Now assume m ą 1. We first prove that if W Ă pr{2M , rq has full Lebesgue measure, then there
exists r1 PW such that
Sm´1pxpp, r1qqm{pm´1q ď 1
2n`M´1Knm
ż r1
0
Sm´1pxpp, tqqdt.(10)
Suppose there is no such r1. Let Ipp, sq :“ şs
0
Sm´1pxpp, tqqdt. By the Lebesgue Differentiation
Theorem,
d
dsIpp, sq
Ipp, sqpm´1q{m ą
1
p2n`M´1Knmqpm´1q{m
for almost every r{2M ă s ă r. Integrating, this impliesż r
r{2M
d
ds
´
Ipp, sq1{m
¯
ds ą r
2Mm p2n`M´1Knmqpm´1q{m
.(11)
Since Ipp, sq is increasing and absolutely continuous, the function Ipp, sq1{m is also absolutely con-
tinuous, and so the left hand side of (11) equals Ipp, rq1{m ´ Ipp, r{2M q1{m. Lemma 2.0.1 gives
SmpXpp, rqq ě Ipp, rq ą r
m
p2Mmqm p2n`M´1Knmqm´1
,
contradicting our initial assumption.
Lemma 2.0.1 and (10) yield the existence of some r1 PW such that
Sm´1pxpp, r1qqm{pm´1q ď 1
2n`M´1Knm
SmpXpp, r1qq.(12)
Thus, our initial assumption on SmpXpp, rqq implies
Sm´1pxpp, r1qq1{pm´1q ď 1
2pn`M´1q{mpKnmq1{m
SmpXpp, rqq1{m ă r
1
2Knm
,
and we may apply Lemmas 3.0.1 and 1.2.10 to find the required set Xˆ. 
Corollary 3.0.3. Suppose A is compact, X is a compact surface with coboundary Ą L, and Q is a
closed n-cube of side length ` whose interior is disjoint from A, with
SmpX X Q˚q ă `
m
2 p4mqm p2nKnmqm´1
.
Then there exist a compact surface X 1 with coboundary Ą L and Y Ă frQ such that
(a) X 1 XQc “ X XQc,
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(b) X 1 XQ “ pX X frQq Y Y , and
(c) SmpY q ď p4nqmSmpX X Q˚q.
Moreover, if X XQ is m-rectifiable, then X 1 XQ is m-rectifiable.
Proof. Let p be the center point of Q. Then Bpp, `{2q Ă Q satisfies the conditions of Lemma 3.0.2, so
there exists `{4 ă r ă `{2 and a compact surface Xˆ with coboundary Ą L satisfying 3.0.2 ((a))-((d)).
Thus, Xˆ X Q˚ is contained in the region Q˚ X Npp, r{2qc, so we may project Xˆ X Q˚ from p to a set
Y Ă frQ, and the image X 1 of Xˆ under this projection is a surface with coboundary Ą L by Lemma
1.2.4. Moreover, since the Lipschitz constant of the projection is bounded above by 4n, we have
SmpY q ď p4nqmSmpXˆ X Q˚q
“ p4nqm
”
SmpX X Q˚X pBpp, rqcqq ` SmpXˆpp, rqq
ı
ď p4nqm
„
SmpX X Q˚X pBpp, rqcqq ` 1
2m
SmpXpp, rqq

ď p4nqmSmpX X Q˚q.

Definition 3.0.4. A collection Q of closed n-cubes is a dyadic subdivision of Rn if Q “ \kPZQk,
where each Qk is a cover of Rn by n-cubes of side length 2´k that intersect only on faces, and such
that Qk`1 is a refinement of Qk. The k-skeleton of a sub-collection Q1 of Q is the union of the
k-dimensional faces of the cubes in Q1.
Theorem 3.0.5. Suppose A is compact. Given U Ă Rn an open set disjoint from A, a compact
set C Ă U and  ą 0, there exist constants 0 ă KC,U, ă 8 and 0 ă LC,U, ă 8, independent of
A, such that if X is a compact surface with coboundary Ą L satisfying HmpX X Uq ă KC,U,, then
there exists a compact surface Y with coboundary Ą L disjoint from C, such that
(a) Y Ă NpX, q,
(b) HmpY X Uq ď LC,U,HmpX X Uq,
(c) Y X pU cq “ X X pU cq,
(d) If HmpXzAq ă 8 and X “ pXzAq˚ YA, then Y “ pY zAq˚ YA,
(e) If XzA is m-rectifiable, then Y zA is m-rectifiable.
The idea of the proof is to cover C with a grid of cubes, then repeatedly apply Corollary 3.0.3 to
push X into lower dimensional skeleta. Once X is contained in the m-skeleton, we simply project X
onto the pm´1q-skeleton, after which point Lemma 1.2.18 can be applied. We will need HmpXXUq
to be small enough so that we may apply Corollary 3.0.3 successively, and so that once X has been
pushed onto the m skeleton, there is not enough material to cover even one m-face of a single cube,
so that we can perform the projection.
Proof. Let Q be a dyadic subdivision of Rn and let k be large enough so that the diameter 2´k
?
n
of a cube in Qk is less than , and so that there exists a collection ϕ “ tQ1, . . . , QNu Ă Qk of cubes
contained in U , such that C is contained in the interior of Φ ” YQPϕQ.
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Suppose X X Φ˚ is contained in the m-skeleton of ϕ and that SmpX X Uq ă 2´km. Let tF1, . . . , FSu
denote the m-faces of ϕ which are not contained in fr Φ. For each 1 ď i ď S there exists a point
pi P FizX, and so if pii denotes the radial projection from pi onto the pm ´ 1q-faces of Fi, the set
Xˆ ” piS ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ pi1X is still, by Lemma 1.2.4, a surface with coboundary Ą L. But now, Xˆ X Φ˚ is
contained in the the pm ´ 1q-skeleton of ϕ, and so Lemmas 1.2.10 and 1.2.18 imply that XˆzΦ˚ is a
surface with coboundary Ą L.
For m ď j ď n, let P pjq be the following statement: There exist Kj ą 0 and Lj ă 8 such that if
X is a compact surface with coboundary Ą L such that X X Φ˚ is contained in the j-skeleton of ϕ,
and such that SmpXXUq ă Kj, then there exists a compact surface Y with coboundary Ą L disjoint
from C such that SmpY X Uq ă LjSmpX X Uq and Y X pU cq “ X X pU cq.
We have proved P pmq (setting Km “ 2´km and Lm “ 1,) and we wish to prove P pnq. Supposing
we have proved P pj ´ 1q, let us prove P pjq.
Let G “ tG1, . . . , GSu denote the j-faces of ϕ which are not contained in fr Φ. Let Kj be the constant
inf
"
Kj´1
p1` p4jqmqS , p1` p4jq
mq´S2´km´1 p4mq´m `2jKjm˘1´m* ,
and suppose X satisfies the conditions of P pjq. The set X X G1 Ă Rj is a compact surface with
coboundary Ą K˚pX X G1, X X BG1q, where BGi denotes the union of the pj ´ 1q-faces of Gi.
Therefore by Corollary 3.0.3 and Lemma 1.2.10, there exists a surface Z1 Ă BG1 with coboundary
Ą K˚pX XG1, X X BG1q, such that
(a) X1 ” pXzpX XG1qq Y Z1 is a compact surface with coboundary Ą L,
(b) X1 X Φ˚ is contained in the j-skeleton of ϕ,
(c) X1 XG1 Ă BG1, and
(d) SmpX1 X Uq ď p1` p4jqmqSmpX X Uq.
Now let us repeat the above construction for the remaining j-faces in G: Let 1 ď s ă S and suppose
there exists a compact surface Xs with coboundary Ą L such that
(a) Xs X Φ˚ is contained in the j-skeleton of ϕ,
(b) Xs XGr Ă BGr for all 1 ď r ď s, and
(c) SmpXs X Uq ď p1` p4jqmqsSmpX X Uq.
Then by Corollary 3.0.3 and Lemma 1.2.10, there exists a compact surface Xs`1 with coboundary
Ą L such that
(a) Xs`1 X Φ˚ is contained in the j-skeleton of ϕ,
(b) Xs`1 XGr Ă BGr for all 1 ď r ď s` 1, and
(c) SmpXs`1 X Uq ď p1` p4jqmqs`1SmpX X Uq.
The set XS satisfies the conditions of P pj ´ 1q, and so setting Lj “ Lj´1p1 ` p4jqmqS , we have
proved P pjq.
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Since Hm ď Sm ď 2mHm, we convert the spherical measure constants Kn and Ln into Hausdorff
measure constants by letting KC,U, “ 2´mKn and LC,U, “ 2mLn. Let Y be the set XS achieved in
statement P pnq. Per our construction, since 2´k?n ă , it holds that Y Ă NpX, q is a surface with
coboundary Ą L disjoint from C. The constants KC,U, and LC,U, depend only on n,m,C,U, ,Q, k
and ϕ.
Finally, if HmpXzAq ă 8 and X “ pXzAq˚ Y A then replace Y with the set Y 1 ” pY zAq˚ Y A,
which is a surface with coboundary Ą L by Corollary 1.2.19. Then Y 1 “ pY 1zAq˚ Y A, and since
Y 1 Ă Y , it also holds that Y 1 Ă NpX, q and HmpY 1 X Uq ă LC,U,HmpX X Uq. It remains to
show that Y 1 X pU cq “ X X pU cq. But this holds too, since by way of the above construction,
Y X pΦcq “ X X pΦcq, and Φ Ă U . 
Definition 3.0.6. Let h denote the inclusion of Rn into its one-point compactification Sn. The set
A Ă Rn is compact, so the Alexander dual of l P Hm´1pAq;Zq in Hn´mpSnzhpAqq is represented by
a singular cycle σ “ řniσi, where each σi is a map from the pn ´mq-simplex ∆n´m to SnzhpAq,
and ni P Gzt0u. Let R “ Yiσip∆n´mq. Call h´1pRq the carrier in Rn of σ.
Corollary 3.0.7. If A is compact and L ‰ H, then there exists a constant KL,A ą 0 such that if
X is a compact surface with coboundary Ą L, then HmpXzAq ě KL,A.
Proof. Let r ă 8 be large enough so that A Ă Bp0, rq. Let l P L and let C be the intersection
of Bp0, 2rq with the carrier in Rn of some singular cycle σ representing the Alexander dual of l.
Then C, being compact, has a neighborhood U disjoint from A. Let KL,A “ KC,U,r be the constant
achieved in Theorem 3.0.5.
Now suppose by contradiction thatX is a compact surface with coboundaryĄ L, and thatHmpXzAq ă
KL,A. Let pi denote the radial projection from Rn to Bp0, rq, fixing Bp0, rq. By Lemma 1.2.4, pipXq
is a surface with coboundary Ą L, and since pi is a contraction, we have HmppipXzAqq ď HmpXzAq.
Applying Theorem 3.0.5 to pipXq, we get a compact surface Y Ă Bp0, 2rq with coboundary Ą L dis-
joint from C, and hence also disjoint from the carrier in Rn of σ. It follows that rσs P Hn´mpSnzhpAqq
is in the image of the homomorphism Hn´mpSnzhpY qq Ñ Hn´mpSnzhpAqq induced by the inclusion
SnzhpY q Ñ SnzhpAq, and hence l extends over Y by naturality of the Alexander duality isomor-
phism, a contradiction. 
As a special case of Corollary 3.0.7, setting L “ LZ,
Corollary 3.0.8. If A Ă Rn is a compact pm ´ 1q-dimensional manifold and X Ą A is a compact
manifold with boundary A, then HmpXq cannot be arbitrarily small if A is fixed.
Remarks 3.0.9. The proof of Corollary 3.0.7 shows something slightly stronger, that if X is any
surface with coboundary Ą L such that pipXq is compact, then HmpXzAq ě KL,A. It may be
possible to remove the assumption on compactness altogether, but it is not clear to us how to do
this. Theorem 3.0.5 also holds for Reifenberg surfaces with boundary, but since our proof of Corollary
3.0.7 relies on Alexander duality, it only works for surfaces with coboundary. The corresponding
statement for Reifenberg surfaces with boundary follows from Corollary 3.1.2 below (which also
works for surfaces with boundary,) weak compactness of measures and Lemma 1.2.16.
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3.1. Convergence in the Hausdorff metric.
Theorem 3.1.1. Suppose pC,Aq is compact and that C is a Lipschitz neighborhood retract. Suppose
0 ă λ ď κ ă 8 and that for each Y P SpA,C,L,mq, a Borel measure µY on Rn is given satisfying
λHmtY zAď µY ď κHmtY zA
and such that for every Borel set B Ă Rn, it holds that µY pBq “ µZpBq whenever pY zAq X B “
pZzAq X B. If tXku Ă SpA,C,L,mq is a sequence such that µXk converges weakly to a finite Borel
measure µ, then there exists a sequence tX 1ku Ă SpA,C,L,mq converging to X ” supppµqYA in the
Hausdorff metric, such that µX1k converges weakly to µ and such that X
1
k “ supppµX 1k q YA for each
k.
The above theorem is also valid if we change the definition of SpA,C,L,mq so that for every X P
SpA,C,L,mq, the set XzA is m-rectifiable.
Proof. First, observe that if Y P SpA,C,L,mq, then µY “ µpY zAq˚YA and
(13) pY zAq˚ YA “ supppµY q YA.
Furthermore, if Z “ pY zAq˚ YA, then
(14) Z “ pZzAq˚ YA.
Thus, we may assume without loss of generality that Xk “ supppµXk q YA for each k.
Let pi : U Ñ C be a Lipschitz retraction of an open neighborhood U of C. Let νk Ñ 0. For each
k large enough so that NpC, νk{p2 ` 2Lipppiqqq Ă U , let Ck “ BpC, νkqzNpX, νk{2q and let Uk “
NpCk, νk{4q. Produce from Theorem 3.0.5 the constantsKCk,Uk,νk{p2`2Lipppiqq and LCk,Uk,νk{p2`2Lipppiqq.
Since Uk is disjoint from Npsupppµq, νk{4 q and µXk converges weakly to µ, there exists Npkq ă 8
so that if j ě Npkq then
(15)
HmpXj X Ukq ă λ´1µXj pUkq ă inf
"
νk
κLipppiqmLCk,Uk,νk{p2`2Lipppiqq
,
νk
κ
, KCk,Uk,νk{p2`2Lipppiqq
*
,
and
(16) X Ă NpXj , νk{4q.
Let Yk be the set produced from XNpkq`k by Theorem 3.0.5, which we may apply by (15). In
particular,
(17) Yk XBpX, νk{4q “ XNpkq`k XBpX, νk{4q,
(18) Yk Ă NpXNpkq`k, νk{p2` 2Lipppiqqq X Cck Ă NpX, νk{2q Ă U,
and
(19) HmpYk X Ccq ď HmpYk X Ukq ď LCk,Uk,νk{2HmpXNpkq`k X Ukq ă
νk
κLipppiqm .
It follows from Lemma 1.2.4 and Corollary 1.2.19 that Yˆk ” ppipYkqzAq˚ Y A is an element of
SpA,C,L,mq and from (13) and (14) that Yˆk “ supppµYˆk q Y A. Moreover, by (18) the points of
Yk X Cc lie no further than νk{p2` 2Lipppiqq from C, so again by (18),
(20) Yˆk Ă NpYk, νk{2q Ă NpX, νkq.
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Since Yk “ pYkzAq˚ Y A, it follows from (17) that XNpkq`k X BpX, νk{4q Ă Yˆk X BpX, νk{4q. It
follows from (16) that X Ă NpYˆk, νk{4q. Therefore by (20), the sequence tYˆkuk converges to X in
the Hausdorff metric.
Observe that
(21) ppipYk X Ccqqc X pYˆkzAq Ă Yk X C
and that by the definition of Yˆk and the Vitali covering theorem,
(22) HmpYk X C X ppipYk X CcqqczYˆkq “ 0.
Suppose B Ă Rn is a Borel set. It follows from (19) and (21) that
(23) µYˆkpBq ď µYˆkpBXppipYkXCcqqcXCq`κLipppiqmHmpYkXCcq ă µYˆkpBXppipYkXCcqqcXCq`νk.
By (17), (19), and (23),
µYˆkpBq ă µYˆkpBX ppipYk X Ccqqc X Cq ` νk
“ µYˆkpBX ppipYk X Ccqqc X C X Ukq ` µXNpkq`kpBX U ckq ` νk
ď κHmpYk X Ukq ` µXNpkq`kpBq ` νk
ď 2νk ` µXNpkq`kpBq.(24)
In particular, this proves that supktµYˆkpRnqu ă 8, and so there exists a subsequence ki Ñ 8 so
that µYˆki
converges weakly to a finite Borel measure η. It remains to show that η “ µ.
Let Q be a dyadic subdivision of Rn such that for each cube Q P Q, ηpfrQq “ µpfrQq “ 0. Let
Q P Q. By the Portmanteau theorem and (24),
ηpQq “ lim
iÑ8µYˆki pQq ď limiÑ8 2νki ` µXNpkiq`ki pQq “ µpQq.
Likewise, by (15), (17), (19) and (22),
µpQq “ lim
iÑ8µXNpkiq`ki pQq
“ lim
iÑ8µXNpkiq`ki pQXBpX, νki{4qq ` µXNpkiq`ki pQX Ukiq
ď lim inf
iÑ8 µYˆki pQXBpX, νki{4q X ppipYki X C
cqqc X Cq ` κp1` LipppiqmqHmpYki X Ccq ` νki
ď lim
iÑ8µYˆki pQq ` 3νki
“ ηpQq.
If W Ă Rn is open, by taking a Whitney decomposition of W using cubes from Q we conclude that
µpW q “ ηpW q. Since both measures are Radon, outer regularity proves they are equal, and so the
sequence X 1i ” Yˆki has the desired properties. 
Lemma 1.2.17 implies
Corollary 3.1.2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.1.1, the set X is a surface with coboundary
Ą L.
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4. Minimizing sequences
4.1. Ho¨lder densities. For the rest of this paper, assume that pC,Aq is compact, m ě 2, and that
L ‰ H. Assume also that C is a Lipschitz neighborhood retract10 (letting pi : U Ñ C denote the
retraction) and f : C Ñ ra, bs is α-Ho¨lder, with 0 ă a ď b ă 8. Finally, assume that SpA,C,L,mq
is non-empty (e.g. if Hm´1pAq ă 8 and p P Rn, then by Lemmas 1.2.2 and 1.2.4 the image under
the map φ of the cone CpA is a surface with cobounadry Ą L.)
For the sake of notation, extend f to all of Rn by setting f ” 0 on Cc and again let Fm denote the
measure fSm on Rn.
Definition 4.1.1. Let
m ” inftFmpXzAq : X Ă C is a compact surface with coboundary Ą Lu.
By Corollary 3.0.7, m ą 0. If tXkukPN Ă SpA,C,L,mq such that
(a) Xk “ supppFm tXkzAq YA for all k,
(b) FmpXkzAq Ñ m,
(c) tFmtXkzAu converges weakly to a finite Borel measure µ0, and
(d) tXku converges to X0 ” supppµ0 q YA in the Hausdorff metric,
then we say tXku is a convergent minimizing sequence.
By Lemma 1.2.17, if tXku is a convergent minimizing sequence, then X0 is a compact surface with
coboundary Ą L, contained in C, and µ0pRnq “ m. It follows from the Riesz representation theorem,
the Banach-Alaoglu theorem, and Theorem 3.1.1 that there exists a convergent minimizing sequence.
We will show, in the following order, that if tXkukPN Ă SpA,C,L,mq is a convergent minimizing
sequence, then:
(a) There exists a subsequence of tXku which is Reifenberg regular (see Definition 4.2.1 below,)
(b) The lower density of µ0 is bounded away from zero, uniformly across all points in X0zA,
(c) HmpX0zAq ă 8, hence X0 P SpA,C,L,mq,
(d) The density of µ0 exists, is non-zero and is finite for every p P X0zA, hence
(e) X0zA is m-rectifiable. Finally, we prove
(f) FmpX0zAq “ m.
4.2. Reifenberg regular sequences. For every set X Ă Rn, and W Ă Rn let ΓpX,W,Rq denote
the set of closed balls whose centers lie in X, that are contained in W , and whose radii are bounded
above by R.
Definition 4.2.1. Let 0 ă c ă 8 and 0 ă R ď 8. A sequence tYku of subsets of Rn is Reifenberg
(pc,Rq-)regular in W (in dimension m) if
HmpYkpp, rqq ě crm
10Indeed, ultimately we will assume that C is convex, but the results in this section hold in greater generality.
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for all k ě 1, r ą 2´k and Bpp, rq P ΓpYk,W,Rq. If tYku is Reifenberg pc,Rq-regular in W for some
0 ă c ă 8 and 0 ă R ď 8, we say that tYku is simply Reifenberg regular in W .
Note that the property of being Reifenberg pc,Rq-regular is stable under taking subsequences. We
show in the next two lemmas that there exists a constant 0 ă c ă 8 depending on n, a, b and
C, and a constant R depending on C such that every convergent minimizing sequence tXkukPN Ă
SpA,C,L,mq has a subsequence which is Reifenberg pc,Rq-regular in Ac.
Let R ą 0 be small enough so that for any x P C, the ball of radius R about x is contained in U .
Let 0 ăM ă 8 be a constant large enough so that
(25) 2M`m´2 ě b
a
Lipppiqm.
Lemma 4.2.2. If tXkukPN Ă SpA,C,L,mq is a convergent minimizing sequence, then there exists
a subsequence ki Ñ8 so that
(26)
SmpXkipp, rqq ą 2
´pi`1qm
2 p2Mmqm p2n`M´1Knmqm´1
for all Bpp, rq P ΓpXki , Ac,Rq and r ą 2´pi`1q.
Proof. If not, there exist N1 ă 8 and N2 ą 0 such that for all k ě N1, there exists Bppk, rkq P
ΓpXk, Ac,Rq with
(27) rk ą 2´pN2`1q
and
(28) SmpXkppk, rkqq ď 2
´pN2`1qm
2 p2Mmqm p2n`M´1Knmqm´1
.
Since Xk converges to X0 in the Hausdorff metric, there exists a point p P X0 and a subsequence
pkj Ñ p. By (27), the distance from pk to A is bounded below, hence p R A.
By Lemma 3.0.2, there exist 2´N2´1´M ă r1kj ă rkj and a compact surface Yj with coboundary Ą L
satisfying
(29) Yj X pNppkj , r1kj qcq “ Xkj X pNppkj , r1kj qcq
and
(30) SmpYjppkj , r1kj qq ď
1
2M`m´1
SmpXkj ppkj , r1kj qq.
Let Zj “ pipYjppkj , r1kj qq. Then by (25) and (30),
(31) FmpZjq ď 1
2
FmpXkj ppkj , r1kj qq.
Since µ0pRnq ă 8, we may fix 0 ă r ă 2´N2´1´M so that µ0pfrBpp, rqq “ 0. For j sufficiently large,
Bpp, rq Ă Bppkj , r1kj q. The Portmanteau theorem gives
lim
jÑ8F
mpXkj pp, rqq “ µ0pBpp, rqq.
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Since p P supppµ0 q,
(32) 0 ă 1
2
µ0pBpp, rqq ă FmpXkj pp, rqq ď FmpXkj ppkj , r1kj qq
for j sufficiently large. Using (29), (31) and (32) we deduce
FmppipYjqzAq ď FmpZjq ` FmpXkj X pBppkj , r1kj qcq X pAcqq
ď 1
2
FmpXkj ppkj , r1kj qq ` FmpXkj XBppkj , r1kj qc XAcq
“ FmpXkj zAq ´ 12F
mpXkj ppkj , r1kj qq
ă FmpXkj zAq ´ 14µ0pBpp, rqq.
Since FmpXkj zAq Ñ m, we have FmppipYjqzAq ă m for j sufficiently large, a contradiction since
pipYjq P SpA,C,L,mq. 
Lemma 4.2.3. There exists 0 ă c ă 8 depending only on n, a, b and C such that if tXkukPN Ă
SpA,C,L,mq is a convergent minimizing sequence, then there exists a subsequence ki Ñ8 such that
tXkiu is Reifenberg pc,Rq-regular in Ac.
Proof. Since FmpXkzAq Ñ m, let us assume without loss of generality that
(33) FmpXkzAq ď m` a 2
´pk`1qm´1
2 p2Mmqm p2n`M´1Knmqm´1
.
Let tXkiu be the subsequence determined by Lemma 4.2.2. We will show that this subsequence is
Reifenberg regular. By Lemma 2.0.1 it suffices to find constants c ą 0 and 0 ă R ď 8 such thatż r
0
Sm´1pxkipp, tqq dt ě crm
for all i ě 1, r ą 2´i and Bpp, rq P ΓpXki , Ac,Rq.
Fix i ě 1, r ą 2´i and Bpp, rq P ΓpXki , Ac,Rq. For every s P p2´pi`1q, rq, we have by Lemma 4.2.2,
(34) FmpXkipp, sqq ą a 2
´pi`1qm
2 p2Mmqm p2n`M´1Knmqm´1
.
Let Zki denote the image under the retraction pi : U Ñ C of the set obtained from Lemma 3.0.1
applied to xkipp, sq. In particular,
(35) FmpZkiq ď bLipppiqmKnm pSm´1pxkipp, sqqqm{pm´1q.
Lemmas 1.2.10 and 1.2.4 imply FmpZki Y pXkizBpp, sqqq ě m, and since i ď ki, it follows from (33)
that
(36) FmpXkipp, sqq ´ a 2
´pi`1qm´1
2 p2Mmqm p2n`M´1Knmqm´1
ď FmpZkiq.
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Thus, by Lemma 2.0.1, (34), (36), and (35),
a
ż s
0
Sm´1pxkipp, tqq dt ď FmppXkipp, sqq
ă 2FmpXkipp, sqq ´ a 2
´pi`1qm
p2Mmqm p2n`M´1Knmqm´1
ď 2FmpZkiq
ď 2bLipppiqmKnm pSm´1pxkipp, sqqqm{pm´1q.
In other words, by the Lebesgue Differentiation Theorem, for almost every s P p2´pi`1q, rq, we have
d
ds
şs
0
Sm´1pxkipp, tqq dt`şs
0
Sm´1pxkipp, tqq dt
˘pm´1q{m ě ˆ2Lipppiqm baKnm
˙´pm´1q{m
.
Integrating, this impliesˆż r
0
Sm´1pxkipp, tqq dt
˙1{m
´
˜ż 2´pi`1q
0
Sm´1pxkipp, tqq dt
¸1{m
ě r ´ 2
´pi`1q
m
ˆ
2Lipppiqm b
a
Knm
˙´pm´1q{m
,
and since r ě 2´i,
ż r
0
Sm´1pxkipp, tqq dt ě r
m
p2mqm `2Lipppiqm baKnm˘m´1 .
Therefore, the constant c “ p2mq´m `2Lipppiqm baKnm˘´pm´1q satisfies the desired conditions. 
Remark 4.2.4. Lemmas 4.2.2 and 4.2.3 hold for sequences tXku which minimize measures more
general than Fm, in particular those of the form described in Theorem 3.1.1.
4.3. General properties of Reifenberg regular sequences.
Definition 4.3.1. For tYkukPN a sequence of subsets of Rn, subsets Y0,W of Rn, and 0 ă R ď 8,
let
βptYku, Y0,W,R,mq ” inf
"
lim inf
kÑ8
HmpYkpp, rqq
αmrm
: Bpp, rq P ΓpY0,W,Rq
*
.
If ΓpY0,W,Rq is empty, let βptYku, Y0,W,R,mq “ 0.
Proposition 4.3.2. Let Y0 and W be subsets of Rn. If tYkukPN is a sequence of subsets of Rn which
is Reifenberg pc,Rq-regular in W , and every p P Y0 XW is the limit of a sequence pk Ă Yk, then
βptYku, Y0,W,R,mq ě c{αm ą 0.
Proof. Suppose Bpp, rq P ΓpY0,W,Rq and 0 ă δ ă 1. For sufficiently large k, there exists Bppk, rkq P
ΓpYk,W,Rq such that
2´k ă δ ¨ r ă rk ă r
and Bppk, rkq Ă Bpp, rq. By Definition 4.2.1,
HmpYkpp, rqq ě HmpYkppk, rkqq ě c rmk ą c δm rm,
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and thus βptYku, Y0,W,R,mq ě c δm{αm. Now let δ Ñ 1. 
If µ is a Borel measure, denote its upper and lower m-dimensional densities at p by
Θm˚pµ, pq ” lim sup
rÑ0
µpBpp, rqq
αmrm
,
and
Θ˚mpµ, pq ” lim inf
rÑ0
µpBpp, rqq
αmrm
,
respectively. If both quantities are equal, the m-dimensional density of µ at p is denoted by
Θmpµ, pq ” lim
rÑ0
µpBpp, rqq
αmrm
.
Proposition 4.3.3. Suppose tνkukPN is a sequence of Radon measures on Rn such that νk converges
weakly to some Radon measure ν0. Suppose also that tYkukPN is a sequence of subsets of Rn, W Ă Rn
is open, Q ě 0, and νktWě QHmtWXYk for all k ě 1. If Y0 Ă Rn, p P Y0 X W and r ą 0 is
small enough so that Bpp, rq P ΓpY0,W,Rq, then ν0pBpp, rqq{pαmrmq ě QβptYku, Y0,W,R,mq. In
particular, Θ˚mpν0, pq ě QβptYku, Y0,W,R,mq.
Proof. By the Portmanteau theorem,
ν0pBpp, rqq
αmrm
ě lim sup
kÑ8
νkpBpp, rqq
αmrm
ě Q lim inf
kÑ8
HmpYkpp, rqq
αmrm
ě QβptYku, Y0,W,R,mq.

Combining Propositions 4.3.2 and 4.3.3,
Corollary 4.3.4. Suppose tνkukPN is a sequence of Radon measures on Rn such that νk converges
weakly to some Radon measure ν0. Let Yk “ supppνk q for all k ě 0. Suppose W Ă Rn is open,
Q ą 0 and νktWě QHmtWXYk for all k ě 1. If tYkukPN is Reifenberg pc,Rq-regular in W , then
ν0pBpp, rqq{pαmrmq ě QβptYku, Y0,W,R,mq ě Qc{αm ą 0 for all p P Y0 X W and r ą 0 small
enough so that Bpp, rq P ΓpY0,W,Rq.
In particular,
Corollary 4.3.5. If tXkukPN Ă SpA,C,L,mq is a convergent minimizing sequence which is Reifen-
berg pc,Rq-regular in Ac, then µ0pBpp, rqq{pαmrmq ě ac{αm ą 0 for all p P X0zA and 0 ă r ă R
small enough so that Bpp, rq Ă Ac. In particular, Θ˚mpµ0, pq ě ac{αm ą 0.
Theorem 4.3.6. Let W Ă Rn be open, and let Y0 Ă Rn. If tYkukPN is a sequence of subsets of Rn
which is Reifenberg pc,Rq-regular in W , and every p P Y0XW is the limit of a sequence pk P Yk, and
if K “ lim infkÑ8HmpYk XW q ă 8, then HmpY0 XW q ď 5m KβptYku,Y0,W,R,mq ď 5mKαm{c ă 8.
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Proof. Suppose tBppi, riquiPI Ă ΓpY0,W,Rq is a collection of disjoint balls. If J Ă I is finite, then
by the definition of βptYku, Y0,W,R,mq,
βptYku, Y0,W,mq
ÿ
jPJ
αmr
m
j ď
ÿ
jPJ
lim inf
kÑ8 H
mpYkppj , rjqq
ď lim inf
kÑ8
ÿ
jPJ
HmpYkppj , rjqq
ď lim inf
kÑ8 H
mpYk XW q
“ K.
Since I is necessarily countable, and since by Proposition 4.3.2 we may divide by βptYku, Y0,W,R,mq,
(37) αm
ÿ
iPI
rmi ď KβptYku, Y0,W,R,mq .
Now fix δ and δ1 such that δ1 ą δ ą 0. The subcollection of ΓpY0,W,Rq consisting of balls of radius
r ă δ covers Y0 XNpW c, δ1qc. So, by the Vitali Covering Lemma and (37), it follows that
Hm10δpY0 XNpW c, δ1qcq ď 5m KβptYku, Y0,W,R,mq .
Letting δ Ñ 0 and then δ1 Ñ 0, we deduce from Proposition 4.3.2 that
HmpY0 XW q ď 5m K
βptYku, Y0,W,R,mq ď 5
mKαm{c ă 8.

By Proposition 4.3.2,
Corollary 4.3.7. Suppose tXku is a convergent minimizing sequence which is Reifenberg pc,Rq-
regular in Ac. Then
HmpX0zAq ď 5m m
βptXku, X0, Ac, R,mqa ď 5
mmαm{c ă 8.
Definition 4.3.8. If p P Rn, E P Grpm,nq and 0 ă  ă 1, let Cpp,E, q “ tq P Rn : dpq ´ p,Eq ă
dpp, qqu. Let Tp,rpxq “ px´ pq{r. We say that a Radon measure µ has an approximate tangent
space E with multiplicity θ P R at p if r´mTp,r˚µ converges weakly to θHmtE as r Ñ 0.
Proposition 4.3.9. Suppose tνkukPN is a sequence of Radon measures on Rn such that νk converges
weakly to some Radon measure ν0. Suppose also that tYkukPN is a sequence of subsets of Rn, W Ă Rn
is open, Q ą 0, and νktWě QHmtWXYk for all k ě 1. Suppose Y0 Ă Rn and βptYku, Y0,W,R,mq ą 0
for some 0 ă R ď 8. If p P W and ν0 has an approximate tangent space E P Grpm,nq with
multiplicity θ ą 0 at p, then for every 0 ă  ă 1 there exists r ą 0 such that Y0pp, rqzCpp,E, q “ H.
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Proof. If the result is false, there exists a sequence pi Ñ p with pi P Y0zCpp,E, q. Let ri “ 2dppi, pq.
We have Bppi, ri{4q Ă Bpp, riqzCpp,E, {2q. For i large enough, Bppi, ri{4q P ΓpY0,W,Rq, so
p{4qmαmrmi βptYku, Y0,W,R,mq ď 1Q lim infkÑ8 νkpBppi, ri{4qq
ď 1
Q
ν0pBppi, ri{4qq
ď 1
Q
ν0pBpp, riqzCpp,E, {2qq.
The Portmanteau theorem gives
HmtEpBp0, 1qzCp0, E, {2qq ě θ´1 lim sup
iÑ8
r´mi Tp,ri˚ν0pBp0, 1qzCp0, E, {2qq
ě θ´1Qp{4qmαmβptYku, Y0,W,R,mq
ą 0,
a contradiction since m ą 0. 
Combining this with Proposition 4.3.2, we deduce
Corollary 4.3.10. Suppose tνkukPN is a sequence of Radon measures on Rn such that νk converges
weakly to some Radon measure ν0. Let Yk “ supppνk q for all k ě 0. Suppose W Ă Rn is open, Q ą 0
and νktWě QHmtWXYk for all k ě 1. If tYkukPN is Reifenberg regular in W , p P W and ν0 has an
approximate tangent space E P Grpm,nq with multiplicity θ ą 0 at p, then for every 0 ă  ă 1 there
exists r ą 0 such that Y0pp, rqzCpp,E, q “ H.
In particular,
Corollary 4.3.11. If tXkukPN Ă SpA,C,L,mq is a convergent minimizing sequence which is Reifen-
berg regular in Ac, p P Ac and µ0 has an approximate tangent space E P Grpm,nq with multiplicity
θ ą 0 at p, then for every 0 ă  ă 1 there exists r ą 0 such that X0pp, rqzCpp,E, q “ H.
5. Regularity
5.1. Rectifiability. In this section we will use Preiss’ density theorem ( [Pre87], see also [Mat99]
Theorem 17.8) to prove that X0zA is m-rectifiable. For the rest of the paper let us assume C is
convex. Hence, we may take R “ 8.
Let tXkukPN Ă SpA,C,L,mq be a convergent minimizing sequence which is Reifenberg pc,8q-regular
in Ac. Fix p P X0zA and let dp denote the distance between p and A. Let g0prq “ µ0pBpp, rqq, and
for k ě 1, let gkprq “ gkpp, rq “ FmpXkpp, rqq.
Definition 5.1.1. Let Dp be the subset of p0, dpq consisting of numbers r such that the following
conditions hold for all s “ r{2N with N ě 0:
(a) µ0pfrBpp, sqq “ 0,
(b) Sm´1pxkpp, sqq ă 8 for all k ě 1,
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(c) gk is differentiable at s, for all k ě 0,
(d) limhÑ0
şs`h
s
´ş
xkpp,tq fpqqdSm´1pqq
¯
dt{h “ ş
xkpp,sq fpqqdSm´1pqq for all k ě 1.
Lemma 5.1.2. Dp is a full Lebesgue measure subset of p0, dpq.
Proof. Part (a) determines a full Lebesgue measure set since µ0 is finite. Part (b) follows from
Lemma 2.0.1. Part (c) follows since gk is monotone non-decreasing. Part (d) follows from the
Lebesgue Differentiation Theorem. 
Since FmpXkq Ñ m, there exists a decreasing sequence k Ñ 0 such that
FmpXkq ď m` k.(38)
Lemma 5.1.3. If r P Dp, then Fm´1pxkpp, rqq ď g1kprq for all k ě 1.
Proof. By Definition 5.1.1 and Lemma 2.0.1,
g1kprq “ lim
hÑ0
gkpr ` hq ´ gkprq
h
“ lim
hÑ0
ş
Xkpp,r`hqzXkpp,rq fpqqdSmpqq
h
ě lim
hÑ0
ż r`h
r
˜ż
xkpp,tq
fpqqdSm´1pqq
¸
dt{h
“
ż
xkpp,rq
fpqqdSm´1pqq
“ Fm´1pxkpp, rqq.

Lemma 5.1.4. If r P Dp, then
(39) gkprq ď r
m
p1` 2|f |C0,αrα{aq g1kprq ` k
for all k ě 1.
Proof. The cohomological version11 of Lemma 7 of [Rei60] and (38) imply
FmpXkpp, rqq ď pfppq ` |f |C0,αrαq
´ r
m
Sm´1pxkpp, rqq
¯
` k
ď r
m
Fm´1pxkpp, rqq ` 2|f |C0,α r
1`α
m
Sm´1pxkpp, rqq ` k
ď r
m
Fm´1pxkpp, rqq ` 2|f |C0,α r
1`α
am
Fm´1pxkpp, rqq ` k.
Now apply Lemma 5.1.3. 
11For the proof, replace Lemmas 11A and 15A of [Rei60] with Lemmas 1.2.8 and 1.2.12.
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Lemma 5.1.5. There exist constants 0 ă kp ď 1 and δp P p0, dpq such that if r P p0, δpqXDp, then12
(40)
g0prq{rm
g0psq{sm ě k
r
p
for all s P p0, rs XDp.
Proof. By Corollary 4.3.5 there exists δp ą 0 such that if 0 ă r ă δp, then
gkprq ě pac{2qrm(41)
for sufficiently large k depending on r.
Suppose r{2 ď t ď r. By (41), since gk is monotone nondecreasing,
gkptq ě gkpr{2q ě pac{2qpr{2qm(42)
for sufficiently large k depending on r.
It follows from Lemmas 5.1.4 and 5.1.3 that if t P Dp, then
1 ď t
m
p1` 2|f |C0,αrα{aqqg1kptqq{gkptqq ` k{gkpr{2qq.
By (42),
g1kptq
gkptq ě
m
t
ˆ
1´ kpac{2qpr{2qm
˙
1
1` 2|f |C0,αrα{a(43)
ě m
t
ˆ
1´ kpac{2qpr{2qm
˙
p1´ 2|f |C0,αrα{aq
“ m
t
pp1´ 2|f |C0,αrα{aq ´ kψprqq,
where ψprq “ p1´ 2|f |C0,αrα{aq{ppac{2qpr{2qmq.
Let r{2 ď s˚ ď r. By (43),
logpgkprq{gkps˚qq ě
ż r
s˚
logpgkq1ptqdt
“
ż r
s˚
g1kptq{gkptqdt
ě
ż r
s˚
m
t
pp1´ 2|f |C0,αrα{aq ´ kψprqqdt
ě log
ˆ
rm
s˚m
˙
pp1´ 2|f |C0,αrα{aq ´ kψprqq
ě
„
log
ˆ
rm
s˚m
˙
´ rm logp4q|f |C0,αrα{aqs ´ rm logp2qkψprqs .
In other words,
gkprq{rm
gkps˚q{s˚m ě expp´m logp4q|f |C0,αr
α{aq expp´m logp2qkψprqq
for sufficiently large k depending on r.
12In the case that f is α-Ho¨lder continuous for 0 ă α ă 1, the right hand side of (40) is replaced with krαp .
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If s˚ P Dp, letting k Ñ8, we get
g0prq{rm
g0ps˚q{s˚m ě expp´m logp4q|f |C0,αr
α{aq “ kr{2p
where kp “ expp´m logp8q|f |C0,α{aq.
Let N ě 0 satisfy r{2N`1 ă s ď r{2N . Then
g0prq{rm
g0psq{sm “
ˆ
g0prq{rm
g0pr{2q{pr{2qm
˙ˆ
g0pr{2q{pr{2qm
g0pr{4q{pr{4qm
˙
¨ ¨ ¨
ˆ
g0pr{2N q{pr{2N qm
g0psq{sm
˙
ě kpr{2qp1`1{2`1{4`¨¨¨`1{2N qp
“ kpr{2qp2´1{2N qp
ě krp
since kp ď 1. 
Theorem 5.1.6 (Density). The density Θmpµ0, pq exists, is finite and uniformly bounded above
zero.
Proof. Let h0prq “ g0prqαmrm . By Corollary 4.3.5 and Lemmas 5.1.5 and 5.1.2, we know that
0 ă ac{αm ă lim inf
rÑ0 h0prq ď lim suprÑ0 h0prq ă 8.
Suppose lim infrÑ0 h0prq ă lim suprÑ0 h0prq. Then there exist sequences si ă ri, ri Ñ 0, si Ñ 0,
h0priq Ñ lim infrÑ0 h0prq and h0psiq Ñ lim suprÑ0 h0prq. There exist r1i, s1i P Dp with si ď s1i ď r1i ď
ri, s
1
i{si Ñ 1, and r1i{ri Ñ 1. By Lemma 5.1.5,
1 ď lim inf
iÑ8
g0pr1iq{pαmpr1iqmq
g0ps1iq{pαmps1iqmq
ď lim inf
iÑ8
g0priq{pαmrmi q
g0psiq{pαmsmi q
“ lim inf
iÑ8
h0priq
h0psiq
“ lim infrÑ0 h0prq
lim suprÑ0 h0prq ă 1,
a contradiction. 
Corollary 5.1.7. X0zA is m-rectifiable.
Proof. By Preiss’ theorem, the measure µ0tAc is m-rectifiable, and so there exists an m-rectifiable
Borel set E such that µ0tAcpEcq “ 0. In particular, by Corollary 4.3.5,
0 “ µ0tAcpX0zpAY Eqq “ µ0ppX0zAqzEq ě ac{αmHmppX0zAqzEq,
showing X0zA is m-rectifiable. 
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5.2. Lower semicontinuity. Let Cm “ 2mp2αmpb{aqq1{mp2b{pacqq1{m.
Lemma 5.2.1. Suppose Θmpµ0, pq ă 2b. There exists 0 ă δ1p such that for each r P p0, δ1pq X Dp
there exists Np,r with the property that each J Ă pr{2, rq with full Lebesgue measure contains some
r1 satisfying
r1Sm´1pxkpp, r1qq ď CmSmpXkpp, r1qq
for all k ě Np,r.
Proof. By the Portmanteau theorem and Corollary 4.3.5, there exists 0 ă δ1p such that for each
r P p0, δ1pq XDp there exists Np,r such that
(44) acrm{2 ă gkprq ă 2αmbrm
for each k ě Np,r.
We show there exists r1 P J such that
(45) Sm´1pxkpp, r1qq ď 2mp2αmpb{aqq1{m
˜ż r1
0
Sm´1pxkpp, tqqdt
¸pm´1q{m
for all k ě Np,r.
Let Ikpp, sq :“
şs
0
Sm´1pxkpp, tqqdt. By Lemma 2.0.1 and (44),
Ikpp, rq ă 2αmpb{aqrm(46)
for all r P p0, δ1pq XDp and all k ě Np,r.
Suppose (45) fails. By the Lebesgue Differentiation Theorem,
d
dsIkpp, sq
Ikpp, sqpm´1q{m ą 2mp2αmpb{aqq
1{m
for almost every r{2 ă s ă r. Integrating, this impliesż r
r{2
d
ds
´
Ikpp, sq1{m
¯
ds ą rp2αmpb{aqq1{m.(47)
Since s ÞÑ Ikpp, sq is increasing and absolutely continuous, the function s ÞÑ Ikpp, sq1{m is also
absolutely continuous, and so Ikpp, rq1{m´Ikpp, r{2q1{m ą rp2αmpb{aqq1{m, contradicting (46). This
establishes (45).
By (45) and Lemma 2.0.1,
r1Sm´1pxkpp, r1qq ď p2αmpb{aqp2mqmq1{m r1SmpXkpp, r1qqpm´1q{m.(48)
for all k ě Np,r.
We have pr1qmSmpXkpp, r1qqm´1 ă 2b{pacqSmpXkpp, r1qqm by (44). Thus, (48) gives
r1Sm´1pxkpp, r1qq ď 2mp2αmpb{aqq1{mp2b{pacqq1{mSmpXkpp, r1qq “ CmSmpXkpp, r1qq
for all k ě Np,r. 
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Recall the constants δp from Lemma 5.1.5 and δ
1
p from Lemma 5.2.1.
Theorem 5.2.2. For each open set V Ă Ac,
FmpX0 X V q ď lim inf
kÑ8 F
mpXk X V q.
Proof.
Initial setup:
For k ě 0, let X 1k “ Xk X V . Let X20 be the subset of X 10 consisting of those points q such that
ΘmpHmtX10 , qq “ 1 and for which µ0 has an approximate tangent space Eq with multiplicity θq ą 0 at
q. The set X 10 is m-rectifiable by Corollary 5.1.7, and HmpX 10q ă 8 by Corollary 4.3.7. Furthermore,
the measure µ0tV is m-rectifiable by Theorem 5.1.6, [AFP00] so13 HmpX 10zX20 q “ 0.
Let  ą 0 and let
(49) ζ “ min
"
1{2, aαm´1
b22m`1αmCm
, 
*
.
Let p P X20 . Since ΘmpHmtX10 , pq “ 1 and since X 10 is m-rectifiable14, there exists 0 ă κp ă 8 such
that
(50) SmpX 10pp, rqq ď p1` ζqαmrm
for all 0 ă r ă κp.
Fix p P X20 and suppose Θmpµ0, pq ă 2b. The constant δ1p from Lemma 5.2.1 is defined, so by Lemma
5.1.2 there exist, for every r P p0, δ1pq XDp, a constant Np,r and some sp,r P pr{2, rq XDp such that
(51) sp,rS
m´1pxkpp, sp,rqq ď CmSmpXkpp, sp,rqq
for all k ě Np,r.
By Corollary 4.3.11, there exists
0 ă δ2p ď mintδ1p,distpp, V cq, ζ, κpu
such that if 0 ă r ă δ2p then
(52) X 10pp, rq Ă Npp` Ep, rζq.
By Corollary 4.3.5, by decreasing δ2p if necessary, we may also require that
ac{2 ă µ0pBpp, rqq{rm(53)
for all 0 ă r ă δ2p .
Since Xk Ñ X0 in the Hausdorff metric, for every 0 ă r ă δ2p we may choose the constant Np,r large
enough so that
(54) X 1kpp, sp,rq Ă Npp` Ep, ζsp,rq
13See [AFP00] Theorem 2.83(i).
14Hence Hm and Sm are equal, see [Fed69].
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for all k ą Np,r.
Thus if 0 ă r ă δ2p and k ą Np,r, Lemma 2.0.2 implies
(55) SmpX 1kpp, sp,rqq ` ζsp,r 2
2mαm
αm´1
Sm´1px1kpp, sp,rqq ě αmsmp,r,
or there exists a surface Qk,p,r Ă frBpp, sp,rq XNpp` Ep, ζsp,rq
with coboundary Ą K˚pX 1kpp, sp,rq, x1kpp, sp,rqq such that
(56) SmpQk,p,rq ď ζsp,r 2
2mαm
αm´1
Sm´1px1kpp, sp,rqq.
We show that (55) holds for sufficiently large k.
Suppose there exists a sequence ki Ñ 8 and surfaces Qki,p,r satisfying (56). Let Xˆki “ pXki X
Bpp, sp,rqcq YQki,p,sp,r . By (56), (51), and (49),
FmpXˆkipp, sp,rqq ď bSmpXˆkipp, sp,rqq
“ bSmpQki,p,rq
ď bζsp,r 2
2mαm
αm´1
Sm´1px1kipp, sp,rqq
ď bζ 2
2mαm
αm´1
CmS
mpX 1kipp, sp,rqq
ď 1
2
FmpX 1kipp, sp,rqq,
the right hand side of which is bounded below for large enough i by acsmp,r{4 by the Portmanteau
theorem and (53).
On the other hand, Xˆki is a surface with coboundary Ą L by Lemma 1.2.10, so in particular,
FmpXˆkiq ě m. This gives a contradiction with (38) when i is large enough so that ki ă acsmp,r{4.
Thus, if 0 ă r ă δ2p , we may choose the constant Np,r large enough so that (55) holds for all k ą Np,r
as long as Θmpµ0, pq ă 2b.
A lower bound on FmpX 1kpp, sp,rqq:
For p P X20 with Θmpµ0, pq ă 2b, r P p0, δ2pq X Dp and k ą Np,r, we have by (55), (51) and since
sp,r ď ζ,
FmpX 1kpp, sp,rqq “
ż
X1kpp,sp,rq
fpqqdHmpqq
ě pfppq ´ |f |C0,αsαp,rqHmpX 1kpp, sp,rqq
ě pfppq ´ |f |C0,αζαqαmsmp,rC 1mpζq
(57)
where C 1mpζq “ 1{
´
1` ζCm 22mαmαm´1
¯
. Observe that C 1mpζq Ò 1 as ζ Ñ 0. Now consider p P X20 with
Θmpµ0, pq ě 2b and let 0 ă δ2p ď mintdistpp, V cq, κp, ζu be small enough so that µ0pBpp, rqq ě bαmrm
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for all r P p0, δ2pqXDp. By the Portmanteau theorem, for each r P p0, δ2pqXDp there exists Np,r ă 8
such that
FmpX 1kpp, rqq ě bαmrm
for all k ą Np,r. For each r P p0, δ2pq let sp,r “ r. We obtain
(58) FmpX 1kpp, sp,rqq ě fppqαmsmp,r
for all k ą Np,r.
We may assume ζ is so small that |f |C0,αζα{a ă 1. Putting (57) and (58) together we have
FmpX 1kpp, sp,rqq ě mintfppqαmsmp,r, C 1mpζqfppqαmsmp,r ´ C 1mpζq|f |C0,αζααmsmp,ru
“ fppqαmsmp,r mint1, C 1mpζqp1´ |f |C0,αζα{fppqqu
ě fppqαmsmp,r mint1, C 1mpζqu
ě fppqαmsmp,rC 1mpζq
(59)
for all p P X20 , r P p0, δ2pq XDp and k ą Np,r.
An upper bound on FmpX 10pp, rqq:
We next compare FmpX 10pp, rqq with fppqαmrm. For p P X20 and 0 ă r ă δ2p , it follows from
(50) that
FmpX 10pp, rqq “
ż
X10pp,rq
fpqqdSmpqq(60)
ď pfppq ` |f |C0,αrαqSmpX 10pp, rqq
ď pfppq ` |f |C0,αζαqp1` ζqαmrm.
A Vitali-type covering:
By Corollary 4.3.7, there exists a covering tBppi, spi,riquiPI of Sm almost all X 10 by disjoint balls
Bppi, spi,riq with pi P X20 and ri P p0, δ2piq XDpi . The conditions needed for Theorem 2.8 of [Mat99]
thus hold and we obtain a Vitali-type covering for Fm. In particular, there exists a finite covering
tBppi, spi,riquNi“1 such that
FmpX 10z YNi“1 X 10ppi, spi,riqq ă .(61)
Let N “ maxitNpi,riu. By (61), (60), (59), and since ζ ď ,
FmpX 10q ď
ÿ
i
FmpX 10ppi, spi,riqq ` 
ď
ÿ
i
pfppiq ` |f |C0,αζαqp1` ζqαmsmpi,ri ` 
ď p1` |f |C0,αζα{aqp1` ζq
ÿ
i
fppiqαmsmpi,ri ` 
ď p1` |f |C0,αζα{aqp1` ζq
ÿ
i
FmpX 1kppi, spi,riqq{C 1mpζq ` 
ď p1` |f |C0,αα{aqp1` qFmpX 1kq{C 1mpq ` 
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for all k ě N . The result follows by letting Ñ 0. 
In particular, FmpX0zAq “ m.
The regularity statement of our main theorem follows from the main result in [Alm76]: Let 1 ď γ ă 8
and 0 ă δ ă 8. A locally compact surface S with finite Hm-measure is pγ, δq-restricted with respect
to a closed set A if S Ă RnzA and HmpSXW q ď γHmpφpSXW qq whenever φ : Rn Ñ Rn is Lipschitz
and W ” tx P Rn : φpxq ‰ xu satisfies W XA “ φpW q XA “ H and diampW Y φpW qq ă δ.
Now suppose ω : R` Ñ R` is nondecreasing with limrÓ0 ωprq “ 0, 0 ă δ ă 8 and A Ď Rn is
closed. A set S is pM,ω, δq minimal with respect to A if S is pγ, δq-restricted with respect to A
for some γ ą 0 and the following condition is satisfied: If φ : Rn Ñ Rn is Lipschitz such that
r “ diampW Y φpW qq ď δ, then
HmppS XW qq ď p1` ωprqqHmpφpS XW qq.
We will show that X0zA is pM,ω, δq minimal with respect to A, for some ω and δ. Note that X0zA
is pb{a, δq-restricted with respect to A for all δ ą 0.
Fix δ ă pa{2|f |C0,αq1{α let ωprq “ 4|f |C0,αrα{a. Suppose φ : Rn Ñ Rn is Lipschitz such that
r “ diampW Y φpW qq ď δ.
Choose a point p P pX0zAq XW . Since diampW q ď r, and since X0 is Fm-minimizing, and φ is the
identity outside of W , we have
HmppX0zAq XW q ď FmppX0zAq XW q{pfppq ´ |f |C0,αrαq
ď FmpφppX0zAq XW qq{pfppq ´ |f |C0,αrαq
“
ż
φppX0zAqXW q
fpqqdHmpqq{pfppq ´ |f |C0,αrαq
ď
ż
φppX0zAqXW q
pfppq ` |f |C0,αrαqdHmpqq{pfppq ´ |f |C0,αrαq
ď p1` 4|f |C0,αrα{aqHmpφppX0zAq XW qq.
We conclude that X0zA satisfies the conditions for Ho¨lder regularity in [Alm76] IV.(13)(6). In
particular, there exists an open set U Ă Rn such that HmppX0zAqzUq “ 0 and pX0zAq X U is a
locally Ho¨lder continuously differentiable submanifold of Rn with exponent α.
This completes the proof of our main theorem.
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